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0MP100 Mk 11 Bi-Polar Output power 110 watts
H M S into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 15Hz

30KHz 3dB,THD 001%,SNR 118dB,Sens
Ma-x output 500mV at 10K, Size 355
PBTCE e33.99 + t3.00 P&P.
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NEW SERIES II MOS.FET MOOULES

PRICE t6.9e

a

sOD P&P
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E\ PF€FESS@fiAL

'10
watts R M.S
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response '1Hz 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor, >300, Slew Bate 45V/uS,
T H D Typical 0 002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S N R
125d8 Size 300 x 123 x 60mm
PRICE C39.99 + E3.00 P&P.
'1

OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power

+ t3.50

-

USEHS

OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts E |\,ll S
into 4 ohms, Frequency Fesponse 1Hz
100KHz

-3d8,

-

Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V/uS,

T H D Typical0 001%, lnputSensitivity500mV,S N R
-130dB Size 300 x 155 x 100mm
PRTCE e62.99 + e3.50 P&P.

s F.l\,1.S.
1

00KHz

60V/uS,
500mV,
PFTCE t79.99
NOTE:- MOS-FET MoDULES ABE AVAIUBLE
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SIZES:-
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N,4XF
N,,lxF

: 2L :-' -:
l.- , l-.3- l-:

200 W19 , H3
400 W19 'H5-.
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8 OH MS fExrepl E88'5A 8 EB 050 whrch ae dual mpedenc
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SURROUND

_-

THEVEBY BEST lN

STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

BES,FREO,4OHz.FREO RESP,TO4KHz.SENS,l02dB..-.. ....,..,..-?FlcEfe647+r4's0P&P
18'dOO WATT C1S4O4BS EXTREMELY HIGH POWER, LOW FBEOUENCY BASS,
PB|CEE172.06+85.00P&P
RESFREO2THzFREO.RESP.TO3KHzSENS,99dB
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WATT EB8.5O DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI.FI, IN.CAF
PB|CE18.90+e2.00P&P
RES,FBEO,40Hz FREO,FESP,TOTKHZ SENS,97dB
,IO'50 WATT EBIO-so DUAL Ii'PEDENCE. TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI.FI, IN.CAR
PRTCE !1 2.00 + e2.50 P&P
RES, FREO,40HZ FREO, RESP, TO sKHz SENS, 99dB
1(y, 1OO WATT EBIO-IOO BASS, HI.FI, STUDIO
PRTCE e27 76 + e3 50 P&P
RES FREO 3sHz FREO RESP TO3KHz SENS,96dB
12" 60 WATT EB12-60 BASS, HI.FI STUDIO
PR|CEt21.00+1300P&P
RES,FREQ,28Hz FREO,RESP,TO3KHz
1Z' 1OO WATT EB12-,IOO BASS, STUDIO, HI.FI, EXCELLENT DISCO,
PRICE [38.7s + e3 50 P&P
RES, FBEO, 26H2. FREO, RESP. TO 3KHz SENS, 93dB .
.
FULL BANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, FOLLED SURROUND

SENS,92dB
.
.

HI.FI

SE
Ht-Fl,
HZ.SE
I.FI, M
Hz. SE
HI.FI,
Hz. SE

e9.99 + C1.50 P&P

12.99 + e1.50 P&P
16.49 + e2.00 P&P

STEREODISCOMIXEBwth2 :::i: graphic equa|sers and lwrl '0 seg-e': -

!:
:
=
: -r-':
with ndiv,dual faders provorng a -.ri'- -. binatron of the following:
3 TJrntables (Ny'agr 3 M,cs a L "e -: -: -! ::
plus Mic with talk over switch He:c3-:-: lf:tor Pan Pot L & B Masrer O-:-' ::--'::
Outpu( 775mV Size 360 280 , i:-: -::
Vu Meters.

PBOVEil TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCTUDING GLASS FIBHE
PBINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH OUALITY COMPONENTS
COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS
3V{ FM TRANSilTTEB

80'l08MHz, VAHICAP CoNTRoLLED PHoFESS oNAL PERFoFMANCE, FANGE UP T0 3 MILES, SIZE 38 x 123mm, SUPPLY 12V @ 0 sAMP
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ETI
Published Monthly

- SUBSCRIPIION PRICE 819.20'

ETI is Britain's leading magazine for the electronics enthusiast and is renowned lor its ability to keep
pace with the leading edge of technology.
It has built its reputation with quality DIY projects giving detailed technical explanations, tutorial
features on the world of electronics, and general featurescovering current atfairs in seience and
technology.
and tomorrow.
A single source guide to electronics today

-

HAM RADIOTODAY
Published Monthly

- SUBSCRTPIION PRICE 018.00.

HAM RADIO TODAY caters for both the experienced user and newcomer to amateur radio. With
generally inlormative features, the latest news and practical projects, this magazine covers all the
aspects of this grouing field; an invaluable complement for any licenced radio amateur worldwide.

CITIZENS'BAND
Published Monthly

-

SUBSCRIPIION PRICE 018.00.

CITIZEN'S BAND is the only British CB magazine and covers awide range of topics of interestto the
newcomer and the experienced user, ln each issue the latest equipment is reviewed, useful practical
p@ects are detailed and all the national and international band news is featured.
Ol particular interest to overseas readers are the QSL pages, articles on shortwave listening, and

reportson UHFCB.
'Refers to subscriptions send post free to UK addresses. Overseas rates on application.
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Harnessing The

Frequency

Meter Wind

Mike Bedford shows you how
to build a compact frequency

Renewable Energy sources are

meter of single chip design.

commercial consideration
amongst current environ-

l3

becoming an important

mental concerns. Paul

Freeman reports that the

technology

is now

f

ully

available to harness the wind.

Footstep
lntruder Alarm

32

Protect your garden from
prowlers with this clever little
device. Robert and David
Crone creep in to tellus about it.

r8
Signal From
Noise
There can be many ways to
extract

a

signalfrom unwanted

information. Mark Robinson's
report is loud and clear.

7l

Page 32

Guitar Practice

Amplifier

Keith Brindley has built this
portable practice amp to keep
you walking and stouttin' all to
yourself.

39

+ 15V

+5V

Audio Tech Tips
Some audio designs taken

4
Transistor Tester
The first in a new series of tesl

equipment to make and use
with our Testing Testing saga.
Mike Barwise explains.

from our vast archives.
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Modern Diode
Circuits

Ray Marston continues

Building this project could help
you to make allthose important
his

series on diode circuits.
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decisions.

A Chris Bowes

construction.

PCB Design
Softwarc,

David Silvester reviews a
variety of CAD software
packages to design your
circuits.
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The word telecommuting is
I almost self-explanatory instead of commuting to a cenhal

office, telecommuters work at

home, in touch with their

employers (or at least those who
pay them for work done) using

common

communications

means. Telecommuters, also

known as networkers

or

homeworkers, are deskbound
people, who
not office bound

work at home. Nobody had even
heard the word, telecommuter in
those days.
Prior to this I commuted by
British Rail from the midlands,
with a total journey time of five
hours. Couple this with the
normal eight hours work in the

office and I had a total thirteen
hours working day. Not good for

Iamily life. And train

fares

do things with a computer for

currently run into thousands of
pounds a year.

money. Thus, the costs of actual

So, freelance journalism

-

commuting (borne by the

seems a good option to me. Now

employee) are eliminated. Also

I rarely leave the house in

the cost of office space (borne by
the employer) are dispensed

course of my work. There are no
interruptions
- by the phone, by
colleagues wanting to waste time
with a chat, by business meetings
and so on. Time is now precise

with. There are non-financial
advantages, too.

Journalism is a career ideally

situated

to

telecommuting.

I

Nearly six years ago, I gave up
full-time employment in
journalism in London to become
self-employed, freelance and to

the

-

knowitwilltake me, say, an hour

and a half to write this column, so
I can plan much more effectively.

advantages of allowing their fulltime employees to telecommute.
Rank Xerox and ICL are main
examples.
But I don't think all employees
could telecommute. One of the
problems with telecommuting is
only a certain type and number of
personnel will be able to do it.
First, it's only when you reach a
certain level of competence and
reliability will you find companies
willing to allow you to do it. Self-

simplest form, not much more
than many people already have.
A computer to do your things
with (whatever those things may

starters, people who will work
conscientiously even when the
boss isn't looking over their
shoulders are probably suitable.
Second, it's not the sort of thing
which suits everyone. It can be
odd, stuck at home with no-one

fast enough.

to talk to except the cat. So, it you

need the stimulation of others
around you, telecommuting is

Nevertheless some com-

probably not for you.
But supposing it is, what do

panies are beginning to see the

you need to telecommute? In the

be); a telephone so you

can

verbally communicate with your

or customer; and
arguably a fax machine and/or
modem to transmit and receive
employer

work done and work to do.
However, such urgent communications means are rarely
needed. Royal Mail is normally

Finally, you need either an
aware employer, or you have to
go it alone, on a freelance basis.
If you commute, are reliable, and

have a job which need not be
done in an office, the rewards in
terms of standard of living are
immeasurable.

Keith Brindley
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cl s.gs
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Blueprintisacolumn intendedtoprovide suggested answers
to readers' electronics design problems Designs are only
carried outforitemsto be published, and willnot be prototyped
by the columnist. Circuits published in Blueprint are believed

to work, but may need minor alteration by the reader after
prototyping. Individual correspondence will not be entered
into, save as n€cessary to prepare items for publication.

ere is an audio query with a

This is the bad news. The corres-

ponding good news is that if the

difference:

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am

interested

to

loudspeakers are less than t/q wavelength apart, then a degree of sound
reduction over the whole area can be
achieved. This is fine for a sinewave,
but not for a normal music wave{orm.
However, simple soundproofing techniques can cut middle and treble
sounds from adjacent rooms, leaving
the bass as the main problem. From
the reasoning above, low frequencies
are easier to cancel over a given range
then high frequencies.
To reduce the annoying ellect ol
bass Ieedthrough to adjacent rooms,
a bass or sub bass loudspeaker in the
adjacent room, fed with a suitably
phased low frequency signal, can cut
the sound. Such a scheme, illushated

know

whether a circuit can be designed
to effectively jam any sound in an
adjustable radius around it. For
example, if I have my hifi on loud,
could I cancel the sound outside

the listening area to

avoid

disturbing other people?
Yours sincerely

A Q Ahmad
Bolton.
The short answer

is'Nd. There

is

no practical means to produce the
effect you want. I only wish there
were, as I have had neighbours, too.
However, the topic has exercised the
minds of designers for some time, and
it may be worth revlewing what can
been achieved.
As featured in ETI last month, at
least one car manufacturer ([otus) has
devised a microprocessor controlled

noise reduction system for

cars.

liansducers measure the noise waveform and the microprocessor system
calculates the signal required to cancel
as much oI the noise as possible. An

array of amplifiers and loudspeakers
is used to achieve this, and it is said to

be very effective.

j

total effect at some

point must be
calculated and a
cancelling signal
introduced to cancel
the effect at that point
only.
To illustrate this,
consider the simple

case

of

two

loudspeakers each fed

Reflection

with the

Note, however, that the aim is limited

same
sinewave signal, and

to partial noise cancellation in the
upper hall of an enclosed space

wavelength apart. If

whose acoustic characteristics are well
known. This last point is important In
an enclosed space, the sound field
from any one sound source wiil be
affected by reflections from surfaces,
resonances and so on. The positioning of objects in the area can change
the characteristics substantially. l{
sound is generated or reflected from
several different directions, either each
must be cancelled individually, or the

situated half
the volume of

a

one

speaker is reduced to
match the sound from
the other speaker at

this point,

then

cancellation will take place (assuming
that only the direct signal path exists,
and there are no reflections). This is
illustrated in Figure 1. Note that the
cancellation only occurs at the loud-

Adjustment of sound level in this

in Figure 2, may be sufficient to reduce

channel can cancel the waveform at
any other point at which the signals
from the two loudspeakers are 1800

noise below the point at which it is
irritating. Considerable experiment
may be needed to achieve the best
results in any given situation.

speaker with the reduced volume.

nowhere else.

out of phase, but cancellation occurs

Andrew Armstrong
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Superscope Hints
efore

I

make

rcomments

too many

on the Super

scope project, I would like to
thank you for a splendid effort
both theoretically and practically.
I've had many parts lying around
for several years waiting for this to

come up.
I had great difficulty in getting
the sync,/trigger working and was
surprised to find hitherto unmen-

tioned 'Oopsl The PCB hacks for
Q302 and Q303 must be wrong
if you are using BC169C. However; the circuit works OK by
substituting BC109C, which has
the more usual E,B,C configura-

tion.
Also Q304 needs to be crosslegged to line up. The drawing
shows a different transistor may
have been used in this position
but the Tree-run' works OK with

8C107.
I've had difficulty obtaining an
LM710 comparitor, ending up at

Guildford. Radiospares and

Maplin no longer stock this. I
cannot locate a supplier for 15p
450V electrolytics. I would have
thought 15p a non-standard
value. At present I'm running

on temporary power supplies
using HF EHT on a Brimar

hand.

I

had a lot of trouble with

parasitic oscillation on the y-amp
but by using just 4 inches of wide
spaced feeder and two small
encapsulated chokes right adja-

Gladto hear
well with the
I'm sure oth

The 15p capacitors are not
critical and

working on the project witt find
your suggestions and hints useful.

cent to the collectors of the y
output transistors, it completely
cured the problem. (lt's still at the
hook-up stage but I'm very happy

Dennis Stanfield replies:

I

with it.)

I've used an LM592 differential amplifier which seems OK,
and also FET 2N3819 instead of
BF256 which I couldn't find listed
anywhere.
SW501 should strictly be 3
pole 4 way on the Y2 amp, not 4
pole 3 way as stated in the parts
List.
I've had trouble with Maplin,s
Make Before Break Wafers. One
out of a set of four was assembled

wrongly where the wiper didnt

line up with the other three. I,m
waiting for a replacement.
I have just to get over the
Beam Blanking now. I've hooked

a

pulse amplifier up as you

suggest but

it

doesn't seem to

have much effect. I'll have to
borrow a 'scope and sort it out.
Anyway, thanks again for the
design.

D77 -22O-GH small rectangular
CRT with about 1000V EHT. I've

Aubrey Holman
Burgess Hill,
West Sussex

still got plenty of scan power in

was pleased

to read Mr

at the time
axial types
and are of similar physical size.

Parasitic oscillations are
always difficult to sort and can
sometimes arise from the most
unlikely sources. Careful layout
and maximum separation of the

Holmanb letter containing both
praise

I

a

n d co n

structive criticism.

was glad to see that he is
experimenting with yet another
type of C.R.T. As I mentioned in
the original articles I was keen to

see constructors experimenting
with changes to the circuit.
On to his problems.
Re Q307, the BC109C specificed is OK but the base lead
needs to be bent through between

the emitter and collector leads.

The BC107C used by Mr

Holman should work just as well.
In fact most o{ the small signal
transistors used throughout the

design are non-critical and
normal substitutes may be used.
The LM710 was purchased
from Radiospares. I did not know
that they had deleted this item

from their

lists.

An

alternative

supplier is Grandata Ltd., who
may be contacted on
081-900-2329.

Varying the inductance in the
leads using a choke could have an

adverse effect on frequency
response and this would be a
matter for experimentation but
obviously

in

this case

it works.

The LM592 is a pin-for-pin
replacement for the 733 and
appears to be more widely available. BF256s are availab'le from
Gree nweld, Watford Electro n ics,
P.M. Components and several

other suppliers. However the

2N3819s should be OK.
Yes, the switch on the y2 amp
should be a 4-way type.
On the question of beam
blan king, witho ut specification for
this tube type I canT really give an
authorative reply and experimen-

tation

is the only solution,
in the values of the

primarily

resistor and high voltage capacitor
in the collector lead of the BDLLS.

New Amps For Old
following should be of
fheinterest
I
to those who, like
myself, have built the original
Linsley Hood 80W Amplifier
(ETI June '84) and do not wish to

go to the expense of buying the

new power amp board

to

upgrade the amplifier.
First remove the angle bracket
holding all the power transistors,
saw it into three sections, one
holding two power transistors,
and one each holding the MOSFET power transistors. Cut away
all wiring between MOSFETs and
power amp boards. Make 4 small
brackets and bolt these straight
onto the power amp board then
glue the angle bracket using
epoxy resin to board.

8

This allows a much shorter
length of wiring to the MOSFETs,
new gate resistors and the series
resistors R16 and R17 deleted.
Upgrade as in ETI May 89, fitting
Q9, C2l etc. Cl should be upgraded to 47On polypropylene
(supplied by Maplin) as this is the
direct signalpath. RV1 should be
changed for an APLS version,
concentric type (note no balance
control, R9-390R as in July ETI
19841.
The power supply can be upgraded as in May ETI 89. The
power supply MOSFET heatsink
can now be moved neare to the
power supply board. A new
smaller heat sink works OK. The
input sockets can be changed

from phono to BNC ensuring a

high grade connection. All

internal wiring should be solid
core signal wire.

I have buili the amp into a
large rack mounting industrial
cabinet to allow at a future stage,

the installation of the pre-amp
section. The output from the pre-

amp can then be directly connected tdthe power amp volume

control

The problem with the
MJ250l, I solved by fitting a
MJ11015 in the original design.
All earth returns, except the small
signal leads are made with solid
core heavy duty wire.
My equipment consists of a
modified Diasturntable, Rega RB

300 arm with a Glanz cartridge

and Stax-Lamba

electrostatic
loudspeakers.
The JLH modifications seem
to give the amp an even greater
separation of instruments, better

HF and LF response with

a

greater clarity. It gives a certain air

which makes you feel that you
really are at the performance.
Tape hiss is more obvious but this

only shows the clarity of the
amplifier.
Full marks to JLH who gave
me

a

faith in transistors after years

of building valve units.

We also await the pre-amp
section to this much admired

amplifier.

D.

[lcas

Glasgow
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Remote Control Cable
tFhank uou verv much for the

I

most iilurninuting article on
Cable TV in ETI April 90.

I am a subscriber

to
the Maxwell Cable TV in Easl
bourne which relays Sky programmes and is distributed via
pairs of wires and an 'inverter'. I

use a Sony Multistandard TV
which has both UHF and VHF
facilities. I wonder if I could bypass the inverter and connect the

VHF signals to the TV directly,
thereby putting to use the remote
channel changing facility of the

TV

I would be most grateful for

appropriate wires to display the

your advice on this matter, and if
possible on how to go about

of the area!

doing it.

cable signals directly, so that you
can make use of the remote control unit, is an interesting one,

A S Joseph
Eastbourne
Jim Slater replies:
I was pleased to hear that you
found the ETI Cable TV article

helpful, and interested to hear
that you are a subscriber to the
Eastbourne cable system; some
years ago I had the job of talking
to the residents of East Dean to
make excuses as to why the
broadcasters did not provide a
satisfactory service in some parts

Your idea of trying to get at the

which would work if you were
connected to a system which
sends signals around at VHE

pictures from any particular
channel. The signals coming
along the wires are not suitable for

direct connection to any btandard'television receiver, and so l
am afraid that there is no alternative but to use the 'inverter'.

although I dread to think what the
cable company might say! From

It seems hard, however, in
these days when everything is

what you tell me, however, it
seems clear that you are con-

remote-controlled, for you to

nected to an HF multipair system.

These use frequencies of anywhere between 3 and 30 MHz on

the different wires, and your
receiver must be switched to the

have to get up and turn a switch
every time you want to change

channel, and I think it might be
worth talking to the cable company to see if a suitable remote
control receiver is suitable.

Down To Earth
A n interestino and down to
Aeartn series oi articles on

suitable for C Type amplifiers.
I have operated a pair of PX4
triodes in a similar circuit to Figure
1 in the article, replacing the
2N3055 pair and modifying the
power controlcircuihy to allow for
the exka current drain. Of course,

the superb linearity of the PX4

/Aver the past few years your each amplifier a series of active
lrl-ugurin" has iubliihed filters are shown, but little

reference curve), how to go about

Earth Current Signalling from
George Pickworth. However,
regarding Part 3, I cannot agree
with George Pickworth on the
information available for values

makes is ideal for positive earth
current experiments
- especially
in marshland where single copper
rods are easily inserted and give
superior results over the spade or
fork idea. The ammeter in the

centre tap of the power transformer shown in the figure will of
course have to be replaced by a
3 amp fuse.

B Harry

Bristol

RIAA Please!
several hi-fi amplifier designs. In
these designs a huge variety of
approaches has been seen, most

of which have been clearly
in the

articles. The
exception which springs to mind
is RIAA phono equalisation. In

explained'

explanation of RIAA characteristics is offered

designing them, and a couple of
examples of hi-fi quality circuits
with a breakdown as to which

I'm writing to ask whether
someone could produce an
article on RIAA compensation

components are performing

circuits including details on what

would be very popular and I
certainly would appreciate the

they must achieve (i.e.

the

which part of the compensation.

I think an article of this kind

lifting of the veil from this branch
of audio electronic design.
S A Baker

Gloucester
If anyone out there is an expert in

this field, and would like to try
writing an article, we will gladly
consider it {or publication.

BT Disapproval
A

n article published in the May

Aecirtion of ETi concerning a

.Phone [ock" has been brought
to my attention. You will recall
that the article outlines how to
build an electronic circuit which
will act as a password-protected
call barrer to limit the calls made
on a particular telephone outlet.
further details connection of the
device to BT lines and how it may
be fitted within a telecom socket.
It

I

would like to point out

a

number of concerns that we have

with this article and to place it

within the current

regulatory
regime. As you may be aware, it
is a legal requirement that any
device connected to a public
telecommunications network in

ETr
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this country requires approval.
The body normally responsible
for evaluating apparatus against
British Standards is BABT The
prime reason for approvals is to

ensure that network safety

is

maintained. You do make mention of the subject but the
requirement to pass compliance
testing by BABT before being

connected

to the network

interpreted as meaning

.the

is

unit
mustbe capable of getting BABT
approval'. This phrase combined
with the use of BABT Optoisolators would lead the reader to
as perfectly

nect

to

the
BT approval.
This also extends to any devices

connected to the parallel or serial
ports of the phone lock.
There are two further issues of
serious concern. The first involves
unauthorised persons disassembling the master socket and making
connection within. The master
socket forms part of the network

the emergency services by dialling 999 would fail, as a first digit
of 9 excludes all calls under the

and remains the property of

consequences.
In view ofthe above I believe
that it important to clarify the
approval requirements and the
restriction on opening the master
socket to your readers.

British Telec,om. Accordingly, any

alteration

to the socket would

require the prior approval of BT.
We take a serious view of anyone
tampering with it or any wiring on
the line side since this may result
in serious harm to the network or
persons working on it. The
second item concerns emergency
access. If my reading of the article
is correct an attempt to contact

password scheme. The standard
for call barring devices specifically
excludes this I am sure that you
would agree that this could have

most serious and unfortunate

Finbarr Ring
Government Relations

Department
British Telecom
Kevln Kirk will reply next
month

9
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for many years, yet

many

businesses are slow to take up its

advantages.

Paperbusters is run by a
consortium of European market
leaders in Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), including Hapag-

Lloyd UK International, International Network Services Ltd,

Marinade Ltd, National Westminster Bank plc, Scicon Industry
and SITPRO (the Simpler Trade
Procedures Board). The aim of
the consortium is to demonstrate
the ease and benefits of using
paperless business communica-

tions for both national and

international trade for small to
medium sized companies.
The members of the consor-

tium are each bringing to

the

project their expertise in their
respective areas, to document the

implementation, hurdles and
success of a complete elechonic

trading environment.

A

full

analysis will be published when

the project is finished in mid
7991.
SITPRO's vice chairman Jim
Fetherston says:

"Too mdny people perceive
EDI as only applicable to major
corporations. This project will

prove that the benefits of

electronic hading are critical for
the continued success of smallto
medium sized companies.'

I utona Limited

Aintoduced

have
a low cost DVM

module which has an overall
depth of only

llmm,

so it can be

incorporated into very compact
equipment.
The unit is called the DVM
456, and features 14mm high

efficiency displays which,

together with the red filter fitted in
the moulded bqel, are readable

under high ambient light conditions.

A built-in supply stabiliser
simplifies installation into a wide
range of equipment, since the
module operates from an unregulated supply of between 7
and 12V. The unit is protected

against input over-load and
reverse polarity supplies to ensure

safe operation in

hostile

environments.

Available in standard form
with a basic sensitivity of
+7.999V, the unit may be
supplied with alternative FSDs

where quantity requirements
exist.

Supplied with a comprehensive Data Sheet, the unit costs
f19.95 + VAT for a single unit.
For more information contact
Mr J Leith. Tel: 08444 5740.

The increased use of PCs to
I control industrial automation

with RS232C protocol at stan-

dard baud rates, so it can be
requires secure data links, but installed without making any

these can be difficult in harsh or
hazardous environments. Ordinary RS232 cables, often used to
foansfer data between a computer
and peripheral devices, are prone
to electical interlerence in difficult
environments such as manufacturing plants and allow electronic
eavesdropping.

Fibre-optic data links

are

immune to elechical interference

and eavesdropping and are safe
in hazardous environments. The

CPCFS fibre optic communica-

tion card from Concise Tech-

changes to existing communica-

tions software.

The CPCFS's two

FOSIL

channels are fully compatible with
the PC's COM1 and COM2 serial
ports, but can be allocated to any

other I,/O channel address if
required. Unlike many fibre optic

modems, they provide full flow
control via the RTS/CTS and
DTR/DSR signals which are

multiplexed along with the

transmit and receive data on to a
single pair of optical fibres.
The CPCFS occupies a single

nology provides IBM-PC, -XT or
-AI computers, or systems based

short slot in the computeisl/O

around the PCbus, with two
FOSIL (Fibre Optic Standard

and is priced under f250.
For more information contact
John Halford, telephone: 0603

Interface Link) data communication channels. The card operates

channel expansion bus (PCbus),

789432.
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functioning player, most as early
replacement purchases, the old
models either being retained or
joining the 350,000 unit second
hand market.
The main feature trends were
the continued growth of long play

and the diversity oI remote programming techniques. However,

28% of consumers never set their
video to record, or find it difficult
to do so.
In contrast to other categories
in the market, sales of camcorders

more than doubled to 280,000
units, a tend which is expected to

continue in 1990.
Satellite sales were respectable
a triumph or disaster,

rather than

at 450,000. While this

figure

exceeded those of colour

TV or

launch

years,

video

in their

neither had benefitted from the

Lf igh interest rates mean that
I Imany elechonics consumers

equivalent level of hype and
promotion and both were considerably more expensive than

essential purchases in 1990,
according to a survey published

beginning

are unlikely to make nonby Ferguson.

The third Annual Consumer
Electonics Market Report reveals

that two thirds of consumers are
affected by interest rates. Those
paying mortgages are hardest hit,
with three out of four claiming to
be affected. The report claims that

sales are likely

to

remain

depressed, the exceptions being
new product areas such as satellite, with t4% of consumers
expressing interest, and cam-

satellite. Consumer interest, at

14%, whilst growing

to

is

also

polarise heavily

towards the young, with 30% of
18-24 year olds interested in
buying a system, compared with
7% of those aged 45 or above.

50% of consumers do not
favour either BSB or Aska and
are waiting to see what both
broadcasters have to offer. For
that reason, only a quarter of
those interested believe they will
definitely or probably buy this
yeat.

is

The audio sector is generally
fairly static. Consumer interest in

expected to exceed that of small
screen television.

those not owning a player

corders, where the market

Half oI those questioned in
February 1990 expectto have less

money available to spend on

leisure compared with under a
third last year. Fewer consumers
plan to make purchases compared to the same time last year.

The small screen

market,
driven by a requirement for more
sets in the home, declined for the

first time and is predicted to
decline further in 1990. However,

flat screen television

almost

doubled its share.
In video, sales held up better
than in television, probably due to
the high proportion of first time
purchases, particularly from the
younger 18-24 age group and the

55+

age group, who are also
least affected by increases in
mortgage payments. One in four

VCRs went

to homes with

ETr IULY 1990
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CD remains high, with 29% oI
interested in buying one in the

future. Again interest is polarised,
varying from 59% of 18-24 year
olds to 8% of the over 65s. Only
28% ol those interested cited

falling software prices as

a

relevant factor in their decision.

f ust as we were getting bored
d with ordinary personal
organisers, electronic organisers

began to hit the market. The
range available is now rapidly
expanding, with manufacturers
competing to fit the widest range

of functions into the smallest
devices.
The Sharp IQ 7000 Personal
Organiser is the size of a pocket
diary and offers a range of functions ranging from a schedule
manager to a calculator.
The IQ7000 has 2TkBytes of

memory, allowing
facilities including

a range

a

of

199-year

calendar (for when you want to

plan 199 years ahead!),

a

schedule manager for appoint-

ments and timetables with
capacity for over 500 entries, a
calculator, a telephone directory,
a memo facility and an alarm
function for any enhy.

Plug-in options include an
atime/

eight language translator,

expense manager, a thesaurus/
dictionary and a link to transfer
data to and from a PC

11
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advanced fire safe material to
make one of the safest iypes of
dishibution transformer available

The Securamid range from
Goodyear has been developed
for use inside buildings where the
reduction of an incoming voltage
of 11kV down to 3 phase 433V
may present a fire hazard The fire
retardant characteristic of metaaramid materials to give the hansformers a high performance in
fire

The transformers use mera-

f,!ritish Telecom has announuced further plans for its ISDN
service, including key dates {or its

introduction.
Lines have been offered io
terminal manufacturers and are
currently being tested by them,
allowing the benefits of ISDN to
be demonstrated to customers.
From the end of July, a larger

number of lines will be provided
to customers in several business
areas throughout the country,
enabling customers to work
together with their terminal
suppliers and British Telecom to
establish pilot configurations to
assess how best to use ISDN.

12

aramid to insulate both the high

and low voiiage coils, and can
withstand operatin g temperatures
of up to 22A"C without combus-

tion or degredation of

the
insulating material
In addition, the transformers

open-wound design minimises
the amount of organic material
used in their construction, which
significantly reduces the potential
of burning, fire propagation and
toxic gas emission
For more information contact
Neil Botting, telephone: A21707

8557.

Internationai interworking to

a

number of countries will also be
oifered during this phase.
From the beginning of next
year, the service wili progressively
becorne available throughout the
countly, and deployment to all

digital local exchanges serving
business communities or high
streets will be achieved by the end

oI 199L.

The National Computing
Cent:.e is undertaking a project,
sponsored by British Telecom and
the DTI, to increase public awareness of how the capabilities of

ISDN mtght benefit today's
business needs
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DIGITAL FREAUENCY
METER
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e published another project for a
digital frequency meter in ETI in
November 1989 and this one does
indeed offer a similar specification.
However, we are presenting this
design, as both articles give some insight into the
design process and it is interesting to see how two quite
different design philosophies emerged from the same
basic requirements. Also this design uses fewer chips
and so may appeal to less experienced constructors
and the end result is quite a compact unit.

The Requirements
I

recently found myself in need of

Also, as we shall see later, external decimal point
mode is always active.
Now coming to the gate times, the possible

options are 10s, 1s, 0.1s or 0.01s which give
of 0.1H2, 7Hz, 10Hz and 100H2

resolutions

frequency counter

a

respectively. As 0.1s doesnt seem too long wait for

a reading and the 0.01s option loses a digit of
accuracy, I decided to use only the longer three gate
times. The divide-by-l0 pre-scaler, (not shown in
Figure 1), could in theory be used in conjunction with
Vcc+
RESET
I

a

Mike Bedford builds
low cost, compact
frequency meter.

HOLD

RANGE

INPUT A

EXT OSC
MODE IN PROG

47p

for the first time, and discovered that commercial

1 = 0 01s
2 = 0'los

3=
4=

lOOs
'10 0s

OECIMAL POINI
AS DIGIT CONNECTED
TO IONLY WHEN EXT
DECIMAL POINT
ENABLEDI

CONTROL
1 = DISPLAY OFF
2 = DISPLAY TEXT
3 = EXT OSC ENASLE
4 . lMHz ENABLE
5 - EXT DP ENABLE

equipment has a price tag of approaching f 100 for
the simplest of models. I therefore turned my attention

to designing and constructing my own.
In my opinion the ideal design for a general
purpose digital frequency meter has a maximum
frequency in the region of 30MHz (covering allthe HF
amateur radio bands), an 8-digit display and is
inexpensive to build. A single chip, the lCL72l6D
from Intersil, comes close to providing these Iunctions,

1t2t3t4t5t6t7

but has a top frequency of 10MHz. However, by
adding an LS TTL divide-by-10 chip a maxirnum
frequency figure of 50MHz (the maximum switching
frequency of LS TTL) can be achieved.

Design Considerations
Figure 1 shows the basic manufacturer's application
circuit for the lCL72l6D. To keep the price down
without compromising performance I tried to keep as
close as possible to this minimum configuration. The

8 seven-segment LEDs are driven directly from the
chip in a multiplexed arrangement and the inputs for
mode, gate time and external decimal point are also
multiplexed. Taking these inputs in turn, I decided that

the only modes needed are normal frequency
counting operation, hold disptay and test display.

ETr IULY 1990

Fig. 1 7216D Application Circuit
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directly, in preference to a more complicated set of

any gate time. However, the pre-scaler will only be
used for frequencies over 10MHz and since a
resolution of 100H2 seems quite acceptable at these
frequencies I decided to use the pre-scaler only with
the 0.1s gate time. (This gate time does give a 10Hz
resolution, but remember that we are dividing by 10
thereby losing a digit of accuracy). So, we are left with
four ranges with 10s gate time, 1s gate time, 0.1s gate

the pre-scaler is in circuit (which uses two gangs) and
also to switch thekHz/MHzLEDs. The totalrequire-

time shaight and 0.1s gate time through the pre-scaler.
Finally we come to the external decimal point
input. Because we are using the pre-scaler, we need

digital switches are used to switch the gate times and
decimal point inputs hence keeping the switch
requirement to four-way, three-gang.

to shift the decimal point one position to the right

It is perhaps not immediately obvious from
Figure 1 that the main input is TTL compatible,
whereas a frequency meter must be able to handle

whenever the pre-scaler is in circuit. We can also move
it a further three positions to the left on the top two

latches and counters driving digital switches.
However, this switch also needs to control whether

ment was therefore a four-way, five-gang rotary
switch. However four-way switches get expensive
above the three-gang variant, so inexpensive CMOS

sine waves as well as square waves and amplitudes
of much less than 5V peak-to-peak. An input limiter,

broadband amplifier and signal shaping circuit is
required, the output of which is fed into the input
Figure 1. The input circuitry is based on that used in
a frequency meter published in ETI in 1985.
The final design consideration relates to the

-u
Itr

c=

n
Fl

ETI

powering of the unit. There are no surprises here, and

a simple mains power supply utilising the 7805
( a l MODIFY RIGHT ANGLE 0'lin PIN STRAP
AS SHOWN BEFOBE FITTING

IbISOLDERTO

OISPLAY BOABD

I c l SOLOER TO MAIN BOARD
CUT EXCESS OFF PINS

Fig. 3 PCB lnterconnection

ranges to give a MHz reading here

-

all this costs is

two LEDs to indicate whether the reading is in kHz
or MHz.
I originally intended to use rotary switches to
switch the gate time and external decimalpoint inputs

ETr IULY 1990

voltage regulator has been included.

Construction
The electonic constuction is shaightforward but there
is some work involved in the physical side of making
a neat unit in a compact case.
Firstly a few miscellaneous points on the
assembly of the two boards and the connection of the
main board to the display board. Both boards should
be fully assembled before they are interconnected as
shown in Figure 3.
It would be wise to adhere to normal practice of
using sockets for the ICs (but don't plug them in at this
stage) but not for the seven-segment LEDs as this
would push them further'forward and affect the board
position within the case. The cathode (-ve) of the other
LEDs is indicated by either a flat on the body or an
extra long lead.

The mains transformer is mounted off-board but
needs a little bit of wiring. The type specified has two
120V primaries which need connecting in series for

240V mains and two 9V secondaries which need
connecting in parallel (make sure they are paralleled

15

0 to 0 and 9 to 9). Mains earth should also

be

glued firm before the feet are{ixed. The pCB is then
secured by tightening the nuts on these captive bolts.
The two side brackets supplied with the case were not
used.

The photo shows suggested front panel labelling.

The lettering used is 2mm. Because the front panZl
is filter material, Letraset and laquer
cannot be used as the laquer would
damage the optical properties of the

filter. The ideal solution is screen
printing in white ink but most people
won't have the necessary facilities.

Instead, make a small label to be
positioned between the switches and
the three LEDs.
The unit is calibrated simply by
applying a good stability signal of a
known frequency to the unit and adjusting CB until the correct frequency
is displayed. This should be carried
out at the longest possible gate time
though the display will only update
every 10 seconds on this range.
voltage is correct and of the right polarity. If all is OK
it is now safe to plug in the ICs. Ihke care not to touch
the pins of IC4, IC5 or IC6 as these are CMOS parts

HOW ITWORKS

and liable to damage by static.
Turning now to the physical construction, these
comments refer to the case specified in the parts List.
If you use a different enclosure you will have to work
this out for yourself. The case used results in a very
compact unit but the boards only just fit in and even

then only after a bit of modification. This type of
construction method can be successfully used by the
amateur enthusiast but certainly wouldn,t lend itself
to manufacturing.
The first such modification is to remove a some
stand off pillars from the bottom of the case. These
are five towards the front of the case (underneath the
main board) and two in the middle at the back (which
would otherwise prevent the positioning of the
transformer). Now remove the notch from the front
left side of the main board (as viewed from the front).
You must also remove the right front of the four pillars
(through which the top of the case screws to the
bottom) in both the top and bottom half of the case.
In doing this, note that the lid only fits to the bottom

one way round. The board can now be positioned

F{
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sufficiently far forward and low down in the case and
is secured by a number of bolts through the bottom
of the case.
I4ost frequency counters have a filter covering
the display and this is surrounded by a bezel. In this
compact design there isnt really room for su ch abezel
and instead the entire front panelsupplied is replaced
by a piece of filter material. Clearly this filter needs a
couple of holes cutting for the rotary switch and ,hold,
push button. This solution, does in fact give a very
professional appearance to the unit.
The only difficulty is that the filter material
suggested is 1.5mm thick compared to 1mm for the
original front panel. In order to accommodate this a
slots in the top and
ut with a sharp knife.
a scapel, after which
it will readily snap along the scored line.
The case specified comes complete with four
feet, the front two of which allow the unit to b€ tilted
up. These feet
d to be screwed on, but
since you have
e pillars into which they
screw, you will
them on. The front two
feet are in the same positions as two of the bolts fixing
the main board, so the bolts in question should b!
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he ground's ability to carry vibration has
many practical applications. An example
that immediately springs to mind is the

sensor would be sufficientto detect him. A sensor can

exploration work carried out by oil or

tre of the

mining companies. In order to build up a

picture
- of the underground rock strata, a small

explosive charge is detonated in the ground and then
measured for the time it takes echoes to retum from
rock faults or discontinuities deep down. The echoes
are measured by a simple electromechanical sensor
called a geophone.

expensive

miniature
loudspeaker cone. Then with a small self tap screw
attach the other end of the cork to the bottom of a

TO RECEIVER

APPROX

70mm LONG

Fig. 2 Construction of footstep sensor

Fig. 1 Outline of geophone

Figure

I

shows the arrangement. Ground

vibrations are picked up by the 100mm long steelpeg

which rattles the magnet,/spring combination so
inducing small voltages in the coil. The coil outprit is
then passed via a length of cable to a receiver where
it is analysed. The geophone is about the size of a
cricket ball and is very expensive mainly because the
frequency response from about 10Hz to 500H2 has
to be manufactured to a very tight specification for
exploration work.
Now a villain sneaking in through the garden
creates a lot of ground vibration. So a very cheap

plastic or metal box. Figure 2 shows the construction.
The loudspeaker is effectively resting on top of the
cork and vibration willbe passed to the cone from the

ground via the 70mm long metric 5 screw.

We have now completed the hardest part oI the
job. The electronics is plain sailing as will be seen.

ntarily exceeds a certain level,
villain dropping over the garden
ver and lights the lamp.

ETr JUIY 1990

Construction
The sensor has already been described in detail, The
interconnecting cableshould be screened. A length of
75R TV cable would do. The prototype used ordinary
screened audio cable. The circuit, being quite small, is
built on veroboard and the layout is not critical as the
frequencies involved are very low.
Stabilised power supplies are notrequired as the
circuit is AC coupled with only modest gains being
used. The circuit draws 4mA from each rail and
provided it is switched off when not required, the two
batteries should last for a reasonable time.

Fig. 3 Block diagram of circuit

PARTS LIST

Setting Up
It is advisable to place a brlck or small bag of sand on

top

of thesensorboxto prevent astrong wind settingitoff.
If a multimeter is connected to the monitor point and
the sensitivity control is set to maximum, you should
find that if a foot is stamped on the ground about 7

metres from the sensor then the monitor point will go
negative to the supply rail voltage.
However, in mostcasesthe LEDwillcome onwith
only a very smallmeter deflection. This is because the

vibrations are coming in at around l0Hzand although
the lC2 output will be momentarily dipping to the
negative rail, a meter will not respond in only a small
fraction of asecond. The sensitivity controlshouldbe
set so thatthe alarm does not go off on local ambient
noise. Unfortunately, there are areas where the

vibration type of alarm cannot be used at all, for
example proximity to a main road with high traffic
density or a mining or quarrying area where there are

frequent explosions.

HOW IT WORKS

TO BUZZER
OR EXTERNAL
LOG IC

TO LED1

Fig. 5 Component overlay of intruder alarm

Rll

4k7

NOTE:

1C1.2

= TL

lC3 =
01 =
D1 =

081

7555
BC1OB

OA9o

Fig. 4 Circuit of intruder alarm
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TELEPHONE
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P

(0442)
66551

ACCESS or VISA

SHRVTCE
ELECTRON!CS

Price
code

vAf,)

c

f.1.80

D

E9007-1 Guitar Practice Amp

L2.50
83.25

E

F
G

e4.00

H

[5.50

J

L6.62
87.20

E9007

M
N

o
P

Usetheformoraphotocopyforyourorder.Pleasefilloutallpartsoftheform

numbers. This not only identifies the board but also tells youwhen the project was pubtshed.
The first two numbers
are the year, the next two are the month.
Terms are strictly payment with order We cannot accept official orders but we can supply proforma
a
invoice
if required. Such orders will not be processed until paymlnt is received

817.90

s21.80

R

t23.90

S

L25.90

T
U

L29.OO

E8907-1 MIDI Patch Bay ...
E89O7-2 Priority Quiz Switch

...... . ............ ...... G
..
.... ..... E
E8907-3 Camera Trigger Infra-reds (2 boards) .... .. G
E89O7-4 Aerial Amplifier main board .............. ... E

832.20

t35.80
L37.90

t40.70

E8907-5
E8908-1
E8908-2
E8908-3
E8908-4
E8909-1

Aerial Amplifier power supply .. ... . ..... . . . . .. E
Intercom master station ......................... L
Intercom slave
.F
Intercom power
.. . .. . . ... E
Digital joystickto-mouse conversion
. . .... H
Twin loop Metal locator .
Lt

station
mixer

.

--X-r

TO: ETI PCB SERIICE, READERS SERVICES,
ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Quantity

Ref.

no.

Prlce Code

Price

liotal Price

Post and packing

L0.75

Total enclosed

s

Please send my PCBs to: (BrocK cAprrers

E8909-2 Tiembler movement detector
.D
E8909-3 Field power supply (spec 3) .... ...... .. . C

. F
auto-reset
C
Multimeter
... . .. .. H
MIDI Mapper
M
Smoke Alarm main board .. ... ... . ... . . F
Smoke Alarm power supply ....... ...,. .... F
Frequency Meter (3 boards) ...
O
Serial logicScope.
...... ...L
Mains Failure Alarm ....
... . D
Surveilance PCB .. ......
..... ... D
Slide/Tape Synch ......
.E
PedalPower
.... ........... L
Digital Noise Generator
.... ..... K
20 mehe Receiver . ... .
J
E90O7-2 WavemakerFG.....
...........L
89001-3 Motorcycle lntercom
..... ....... . F
E9001-4 Low Voltage Alarm .....
.. . .... . C
E9OO2-I EPROM Emulator
.N
E9002-2 SuperscopeMotherBoard .. ....... ..... M
E9002-3 Superscope CRT Driver Board ... .... .. K
E9OO2-4 Superscope Timebase Board .............. . K
E9003-1 Superscope Y1 input board .. ......... ..... J
E9003-2 Superscope Y2 input board .
J
E9003-3 Superscope switch generator ....... .. .. E
E9003-4 Business power amp board
.......... L
E9003-5 Businesspowersupply board ......... .... J
E9003-6 Businesspre-amplifierboard . . .... .... L
E9003-7 Water hole
G
E9003-8 SuperSiren ,..
..........,.... D
E9003-9 Val'sbadge ...
.... .....F
E89O9-4 Micro monitors active filter ...... .......,.

E8909-5
E8910-1
E8910-2
E8911-1
E8917-2
E8911-3
E8911-4
E8912-7
E8912-2
E8972-3
E8912-4
E8972-5
E9001-1

....

Chronoscope

.

.

Bass Amplifier DC Protection ... ....... ...,. F
E9004-2 Bass Amplifier Graphic Equaliser .
... ., L
E9004-3 BassAmplifierMicro .... .... ..... . .. ....N
E9004-4 QuadPowerSupply
...,.... ...O

E9005-1

postcode

CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd.

Makesureyouusetheboardreference

E9004-1

pLEAsE)

Address
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PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies listed in Buylines.

c15.80

Please supply:

L

C
J

t13.r0

a

v
w
x

E

E9007-5 Decision Maker (two boards)

[8.80
t10.60

L

G
y Meter (two boards) M

-2

E9007-3
E9007 -4

14.75

K

r

TODAY INTERNATIONAL

Price
(inc.

J

BusinessDisplay.....

,.....

.O

E9005-2 Phone lock and logger ... ... .. .... ...... F
E9006-1 Dark Room Timer
. . . . ... .. .. G
E9006-2 Telephone Extension Bell ....... ....... . .... C
E9006-3 Telephone External Bell ....
D
E9006-4 Fecko Box .........
G
E9006-5 Bug Spotter
E
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n a perfect world a transducer would provide
us with a signal proportional to the physical
parameter which we want to measure. In
practice however, an additional signal which
is completely independent of the parameter
(referred to as noisel is superimposed on the wanted
signal. This can be caused by imperfections in the
sensor (for example, at low light levels, a significant
part of a photodiode's output is due to leakage cunent)
or by the sensor receiving signals from so urces other
than the one of interest (such as when trying to
measure the light from a star against ambient
background light). Since noise is caused by random
fluctuations, it has a very wide bandwidth and is often
called'white noise by analogy with white light, which
contains all visible frequencies.
A measure of how much noise a signal contains
is given by its signal-to-noise ratio, defined as:
SN ratio:10logfO

bandpass filter can then be used to remove the noise,
as in Figure 2.

Although this is a great improvement over
lowpass filtering it still has one major drawback. If the
chopping frequency or the passband of the filter drift
slightly, the wanted signal willbe attenuated severely,
producing a false reading.

Mark Robinson takes
a fascinating look at

some of the elegant
techniques used to
extract signals from
noise.

The lock-In Amplifier
The lock-in amplifier is a bandpass filter which can be
made to track a reference frequency. A block diagram
is shown in Figure 3.
The operation of the circuit is not obvious from
observation, so a mathematical analysis is needed to
understand it fully.

lAtft-

/signal powerl

l-ldBpower/
Inorse

{

lN
PAFAMETEB
MEASURED

a ) CHANGE

BEING

Often it is necessary to improve the SN ratio of
a measurement to obtain a better accuracy, or, in really
bad cases, just to get a sensible reading. So, how is
it done?

(d)

( b I EXPERIMENT
OUTPUT AFTER
'CHOPPING'

BANOPASS

FTLTER

ourPur

( e ) DC RESTOBEO

orooiYlrTrro

Fig. 2 Typical voltage time graphs at various points in a chopped
and bandpass filtered system

al Change in parameter being measured
bl Experiment output after chopping
c) Sensor input, contaminated by noise

dl Bandpass filter output
el DC restored and smoothed outPut
To simplify matters, consider the case when the

signal and reference are both sinusoidal and of
Fig. 1 Noise has a 1/f characteristic (al so most
of its energy falls in the same band as the
signal (bl

Filtering
Since noise has a wide frequency spectrum, the first
idea which comes to mind when thinking of SN ratio
improvement is to remove high frequencies with a
lowpass filter. Unfortunately, this does little good for
two reasons. First, the filter makes the response of the
instrument !luggish' by removing high frequency parts
of the signal, and second, the noise power density
usually has a 1,/f characteristic, so most of the noise

constant amplitude.
So:

Vrln:e.;n

sin c,rt+N(t)

where e.1o is the amplitude we are trying to measure,
is the ch"opping frequency and N (t) is an unknown
term to account for the noise.
<o

energy is contained below the cutoff frequency
anyway. See Figure 1.
What is needed is a method of centering the
signal on some frequency above the bulk ol the l/t
noise. This can be achieved by arranging the
experiment to give a periodic (or chopped\ output,
which moves the output spectrum to the chopping

frequency (just tike AM radio modulation). A

ETr JUrY 1990

Fig. 3 Block diagram of a lock-in amplifier
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AIso: Vr"1:e."1 sin (cut+fl
where {

is

the phase difference between the reference

and signal inputs.
The output of the multiplier,

V.:Ae.iner"1

sin(cot) sin (ort+{)

V-,

o
a

will be:

+e.ef N(t) sin (rot+$)

which, by applying the trig identity 2sinAsinB

cos(A-B) -cos

,

"^:-

A"rig

"r"f

2

(A

*

:

B), becomes:

I

I

+Aer"1N(g sin(c,rt+{)

[cosQ-cos(2co+0j

z

o
6

Fig. 5 Exarnples of (al a periodic function
(b) a repetitive function
is on, and
the LED is
difference
due to light

where A is the multiplier gain

Assuming

the

lowpass filter removes all

frequencies above DC completely, the oscillating
terms will vanish, leaving:

Vo:

Aesig e1"1 cos4,

Any signals whi
or phase as the refe
equally to both paths

2
which is proportionalto the amplitude e.;n, which we
are trying to measure.
In use the delay control is set to maximise the
h occurs when cos { : 1, ie
{:0.
,"1 are stable and known, the
be found.

R2C1 and R3C2 are long enough) will generate the
same voltage on both capacitors resulting in no
output
ing the room

only a small
blocking light
almost zero.

Repetitive Signal Methods

BEFERENCE

The snag with lock-in and synchronous detection is

riodic, which is
the phenomerepeat at some
devices called

R2

ra.199k

repetitive signal averagers can be used
It is important to understand the diflerence
between a periodic (or chopped) signal and a

repetitive one. Figure 5 shows an example of each,
and includes some of the definiiions associated with
them.

CA3240E
tc2 == 4053
1c1,3

Some phenomena are naturally periodic, for
R7

100k
1o/o

Fig. 4 Circuit diagram of a synchronous detectol

No mention has been given so far about how the

The advent of cheap semiconductor memory

has meant that digital averagers are now almoit
universal, except at high frequencies, but in the interest
of cornpleteness, a brief overview of the blde worlde,

so that the
interest or

s the object of
The chopping

frequency is
range. A similai
system is used in radioastronomy, where it is called
a Dicke switch.
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Commercial lock-in amplifiers contain refine_
ments like a vernier delay contro
chopping oscillator and a meter
Typically they cost a few thous

Synchronous detection

is

anaiogue techniques will be given.

Analogue Averagers
A skeleton circuit diagram of an

signal
averager is shown in Figure 6. The
signal
is buffered and fed to the drains of
FEfs.
Each FET has its source connected to a capacitor. C r
to Cr. The gates are controlled by a shift register sucA
that they are off when the corresponding output is at
logic 0 and on when it is at logic 1.

EI
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reference input. Since the switch, IC2, is synchronised
with the LED, the voltage across one of the capacitors

for the next trigger pulse, and starts again. provided
the time between each trigger pulse is the same as the
cycle time, a particular FET will be on at the same
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Fig. 6 A typical signal averager. n is usually about 100

in each cycle, and so its capacitor will
accumulate a charge proportional to the average
signal level at that point.
To read the signal, the switch is put into the'read'
position and a logic 1 is repeatedly clocked through
the register. The output of A2 connects to the Y input
point

The heart of both types is a memory, typically
1k by 20 bit, and an address counter. Consider first
the pulse input type, called a multichannel analyser

(MCA). These are designed for use with sensors

Boxcar Integrator

whose output is in the form of a pulse train, the rate
of which depends on the parameter being measured.
Examples of this type of sensor are nuclear particle
detectors and photomultiplier tubes used ai low light
levels (where individual photons can be resolved).
MCAs accept three inputs: the pulses from ihe
sensor, a channel advance pulse and a reset pulse.
They operate as follows:
When a pulse arrives at the signal input, the
memory location (or channel) currently being
addressed is incremented by one. A pulse on the

This is a greatly simplified version of the signal

channel advance input increments the address

averager which uses only one FET channel. A block
diagram is shown in Figure 7.
In the boxcar integrator the signal is averaged and
read out at one point at a time. The operation is as
follows:
The hold-off circuit delays the trigger for a time
proportional to the voltage on its contol input. Initially
the staircase output is at minimum so no delay is
introduced. Therefore, an average of the signal level
at the trigger point is developed on the capacitor.
When sufficient sweeps have been taken the value is
read out and the control voltage increased such that
the trigger is delayed by one monostable period. The
second section cif the signal is then averaged and read,
and so on for the whole cycle.
Atthough boxcar integrators are cheap and
simple they suffer from two drawbacks which severely
limit their practical use. Firstly, the output from one
point must be cleared before starting the next, which

counter by one, while a pulse on the reset input sets

of an oscilloscope, and the ramp generator provides

an X deflection signal.
For optimum use of an averager with n channels,
the clock should be n times as fast as the cycle time,
although it can be made even faster than this to
examine parts of a waveform in more detail.

means the waveform must be displayed

on

an

expensive storage oscilloscope, or read and plotted
manually. Secondly, most of the information available
in each cycle is thrown away, so a very large number
of sweeps is required to give results comparable to
other averaging methods. For example, a boxcar
integrator willtake n times as long as an averager with
n channels to accumulate the same amount of data.
Since n is typically 100, it can be seen just how
inefficient a boxcar is! For this reason they are only
used with high frequency signals where the number
of cycles required is not so important, and the cost of
high speed components rnakes conventional averagers
prohibitively expensive.

Doing it Digitatly
There are two types of digital signal averager, one
dealing with analogue inputs and the other with pulse
inputs. They are usually combined in one unit since
the electronics are vety similar for both types.

ETr IULY 1990
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Fig. 7 The boxcar integrator

Suppose our input consists of a signal, which

I and random background noise
pulses. We arrange that at the btart of each cycle a
pulse is issued to the reset input (equivalent to the
trigger on an analogue averager) and that 1024
equally spaced pulses arrive at the channel advance

repeats after period

input each cycle (equivalent to the clock in

an

analogue averager).

The MCA will sweep through all its channels,
adding to each one the number of pulses which arrive
while it is selected. Since the counts due to the signal
will always add into the previous ones while the noise
will, on average, contribute equally to all channels, the
signal will eventually begin to emerge from the
background. Figure 6 shows a typical MCA output
after 10 and 100 sweeps {or the case when the noise
is 10 times greater than the signal, which contributes
10 counts in the channels where it peaks, per sweep.
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signal

fluctuations

Nn.

background fluctuations rN.-A

And: SN ratro:

10log1sffi :
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how
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equation can be used to find
ent must be run to achieve u

To use an MCA with analogue signals, it

on.receipt
inlgmelfed
height

is

of a pulse depends upon the
of that pulse. This can be used io extra.i u non-

Conclusions
I

It can be shown using the statistics of random
numbers that the fluctuation in the background count
(ie the difference between the maximum and
the square
counts per
ion after N

t
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This month we will be
applications based on

loo
the

ircuiis and
diode and

rectifier-

Clamping Diode Circuits

an
edge
reference
,In

A clamping diode circ
provides an outputth
but has one edge
relerence point. Figure la shows a version which
clamps the waveforrrfs negative edge to zero and gives

a purely positive output, and Figure 1b shows

use{ul in detecting the leading or trailing edges of
square or pulse waveiorms, and are generilly known
as differentiator/dilcriminator diode circuits.
clamps
voltage

orle

usedto

clamp the wave{erm edge to a reference voltage other
than zero by simply tying the 'low' side of the diode
to a suitable bias voltage. Such circuits are known as

a

version which clamps the positive edge to zero and
gives a purely negative output.
You should note two important points about

Fig. 1 Clamping diode circuhs

OUTPUT WAVEFORM

f*''
BIAS

"1,
I

2V BIAS

-t---___t_
J---l=-J-

+2v
ov

-l---{---l-

+2v
ov
zv

-l----.1---l:l---i=--l-

+600mV

=J:l__.#ov- 600hV

Fi

g. 2 Differentiator/diseriininator-diode .circuits
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Fig. 3 Biased clamping diode cireuits

'xa

ctRcutl

biased clamping
and
(with very long C
are s
Figure 3a sh
clam
using a + 2V clamping point and a 'negative output,
diode, so that (ideally) the output swings from t2V
to -8V when fed from a 10V peak-to-peak input. If
the diode is reversed and a + 5V bias point is used,
the output will swing between +5V and +15V.
Figures 3b and 3d show circuits using pairs of
clamping diodes. Obviously, a waveform can not be
clamped to two different voltages at the same time,
so in these circuits one diode acts effectively as a clamp
and the other as a waveform clipper. The matter of
precise diode task designation is purely academic; in
Figure 3b, it does not matter if D, is regarded as azerovolts clamp and D, as a *2V clipper, or if D, is
regarded as a +2V clamp and D, as a zero-volts

OUTPUT WAVEFORM (IDEALI

lor
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I

a)

'0v

-<
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I
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IN

OUT

68k

I

<

b)
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<

R1

tli

I

68k

I

OUT

D1

I

I

-o

m

+5V

R1

r,]!

68k

clipper. The net effect is the same; the output is
clipped at zero and +2V Sjmilarly, the Figure 3c
2V and + 2V reference points)

OV

-4
I

OUT

D1

I

OV

-2V and +2V. Finally, Figure
o-voltage reference points and
zero output. Because of the
s of the D, and D, Vi voltages (about
in fact it gives output clipping at

--o
I

d)

OV

Fig. 4 Single-diode rectifier circuits

-600mV
INPUT WAVEFOBM

Diode Rectifier Circuits
Figure 4 shows four different ways of using a single
diode as a half-wave rectifier. In allcases assume that
the input comes from a low inpedance source, the

CRCUT

output feeds a high impedance, and the output

OUTPUT WAVEFOBM

Fig. 5 Two-diode limiter circuits
INPUT WAVEFORM
CIBCUIT

OUTPUT WAVEFORM (IDEAL)

T

-t-t_J:liY
ov -Giiiy
---------\--r

ov

waveform is 'idealised' (it ignores the effects of diode
offset). The Figure 4a and 4d circuits give positive
outputs only, and Figures 4b and 4c give negative
outputs only. However, the 4a and 4b circuits have
hly equal to the input
the 4c and 4d designs
(roughly equal to the
R, value).
Figure 5 shows how the Figure 4c and 4d circuits
can be combined to make a very usefulsignal 'limiter,
which can accept a variety of inputs and gives an
output that is amplitude-limited ai +600mV via Dr
and Dr. It can be used as a triangle-to-sine waveform
converter by adjusting RV, to give gentle clipping of
the triangle peaks (generaied sine wave distortion is
typically about 2%), or can be used as an audio signal
noise limiter by adjusting RV, to clip the worst of the
noise bursts.
Figure 6 shows how the Figure 4a and 4b circuits

can be modified to give outputs that are above or
Thus, Figure
reater, Figure
2V or grealer,
.

e

output load

impedance is assumed to be small relative to the R,
value.

T

Voltage Multiplier Circuits
Figures 7 to 9 show various ways of connecting diodes
and capacitors to make AC voltage multiplier circvlts
that give a DC output equal to some multiple of the

T

peak voltage value of an AC input signal. Although
these circuits look rather complicated, their operation

l'nim
-'ru

IN

]

)

is in fact remarkably simple. The voltage doubler
circuitof Figure 7
imple C, -D,

OUT

,,o,

I

an AC output
-peak value of
the input, followed by a peak voltage detector
(D, -Cr) that gives a DC output equal to the peak
values of Dr's input voltage. Figure 7a shows the
with a peak

.t-t_[
--------

0v

;v

Fig. 6 Biased single-diode rectifier cireuits
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n
value

clamping diode

I

conventional diagram of this circuit, and Figure 7b
shows it redrawn as a 'standard' voltage-Joubler
section-

ETr IULY 1990

Figure 8 shows a voltage frpler circuit, which
gives a DC output equal to three times the peak
voltage value of a symmetricalAC input signal. In this
case (as can be seen {rom Figure 8a) D, -C, act as
a peak voltage detector that generates * 5V on the

Dr-C,

junction, and C,

-D, -Dr-C,

I+f:rjl-f

".

acts as a

voltage doubler section (identical to Figure 7) that
generates a voltage doubled output on top of the +5V
potential, giving a final tripled output oI + 15V This
circuit in fact consists oI a D, -C" half section plus
afull C, -D, -D, -Crdoublersection, asshownin

Fig. 7 Voltage doubler circuit

Figure 8b.

Figure 9 shows a voltage quadrupler circuit,
which gives a DC output equal to four times the peak
voltage value of a symmetrical AC input signal. In this
case C,

-D, -D, -C, act as a voltage doubler

section that generates another *10V between the
Dr-Crjunction and the Do -Co junction, to give a
finat + 20V of output between the Do - Co junction
and ground.
Figures 8b and 9b show that any desired amount
of voltage multiplication can be obtained by wiring
appropriate numbers of full and half multiplier sections
in series. Seven-times multiplication could be obtained
by wiring three full sections in series with a single hal{
input section. In all cases, all multiplier diodes and
capacitors need rninimum ratings of twice the peak
input voltage value.
The Figure 7 to Figure 9 circuits are all designed
to give positive output voltages; they can be made to
give negative output voltages by simple reversing the
polarities of all multiplier diodes and capacitors, as in
the negative voltage doubler in Figure 10.

--'-----.1

------l-

section that generates + 10V on the D, - C, junction,
and C. - D. - Do - Co act as another voltage doubler

| .#i5, | "" ""'o'

-15V
DC

i

"L
I

I]JL:

SECTION

1

+zOY
DC

The Diode Pump Circuit
In the basic voltage doubler circuit of Figure 7,

Cr and

have equal values, and C, charges to the full
doubled voltage value within a few cycles of initial

C,

input signalconnection. However, if C, is made small
relative to Cr, each new input cycle makes the C,
charge increase by a small step voltage value that

Fig. 9 Voltage quadrupler circuit

r+fl:rlr:"

D1

1N4001

-'t0v
DC

o2
1N4001

Fig. 10 Negative voltage doubler circuit
diminishes with each successive cycle, so that a nonlinear staircase waveform is generated across C, as
it moves towards its full charge value. Such a circuit

is known as a diode-pump, and takes
2 x Cr/(Cr+Crl input cycles to charge C, to
approximately 75% of its final voltage value.

Damping Diode Circuits
When the operating current of an inductive device
such as a tansformer, coil or electric motor is suddenly
interrupted, the inductor intrinsically generates a
substantial switch-off back-emf, which may damage
associated electronic or electro-mechanical devices.
This danger can be eliminated by wiring a damping
diode across the inductor, as in the relay circuit of

Figure 11.

D,

stops the RlA-SW,junction from

swinging more than 500mV above the positive supply.

Alternatively,

ETr

IUIY

D,

(shown dotted) can be used to

1990

Fig. 11 Damping diode circuit limits
relay coil back-emfs to safe values.
prevent the junction from swinging more than 600mV
below the negative supply rail..
Single-diode damping protection is adequate for
most practical applications. In critical applications in

which SW, is replaced by a transistor or other solid
state switch, you can obtain perfect protection by using
both diodes to made a two-diode damper that stops
back-emfs from going more thirn 600mV above the
positive or below the ncigative supply rail lines.

Diode Gate Circuits
Figure 12 shows how a few diodes and a resistor can
be used to make an OR gate that gives a high (logic
1) output when any one of its inputs is high, and also
shows the truth table of the circuit when it is wired in
the two-input mode. The ciicuit can be given any
number of inputs required simply by adding extra
diodes, as shown dotted by D, and D*.

27,

gd yla ils own onloff switch. The circuit
s in

-J

lhe same basic way as described above.

rl
l

OV

Fig. 12 Diode OR gate circuit, with 2-input
truth table

When the Cr

-R, junction is at +5V, D, is
and R, - C, are effectivelv

the circuit, but D, is forward biasei
and Kr and R. are effectively shorted together.
This
D1
1

N4001

Fig. 14 Polarity protection circuit

t-I

_ir

earrrny T

Miscellaneous Diode Clrcuits

---J_

TI

L_
Fig. 15 Ahernative polarity protection circuit

tcr

D,I

1N4001

D2

1N4001

Fig. 16 High-value (1OOir) non-polarised capacitor
1N4148

+
(SEE TEXT)
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SW1 POSITIONS

1=OFF

2:RLAON

3=
4=
Figure 19 shows a modified v

circuit, in which each relay

28

can

RLBON
RLA+RLB oN

NOTE:
i

l

RLA,RLB:6VOLTTYPES
Fig. 18 Dual relay control

ETr
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presents a mean potential of +2.5V, on which the
input 1 signal is superimposed, at the output. When
the C., -R. junction is at -5V the reverse action is
obtained. D, is effectively open circuit and D, is short
circuit, thus presenting a mean potential oI -2.5V,
on which the input 2 signal is superimposed, at the
output. When this complex output signalis fed to the
input of a single beam 'scope, the vertical switching
transitions disappear, and the tube displays input 1

vertically displaced above input

I

't2v

2. The

ftace
separation can be varied by altering the amplitude of
the square-wave gate drive signal.

AC IN
I

In practice, the gate drive square wave frequency
can either be made high relative to the 'scope's time
base frequency, or can be made exactly half the time
base frequency (via a simple binary counter). In the
latter case, the 'scope displays the input 1 and input
2 signals on alternate sweeps.

NOTE:

RLA,RLB

=

6VOLTTYPES

Fig. 19 Alternative dual relay control

+5V

-ov
-5V

o2
1

D1

1N4148

N4148

OUTPUT

(ro scoPEt

c3

I

I

Fig. 20 Diode gate circuit used as a oscilloscope trace doubler

19" RACK CASES
t

Fear box man utactured from 1 1 mm sleel finished in black Fack mounting or

ke shnding

Comes in quick

ssemblytlat package

RearBox
Pr.ce
w H Dwergnl t
17x1 5x10 24kg 26,95
19x525 17x50x10 3skg 29.95

I

Pan€lSiza
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5
0
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4

3kg
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prices
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Brian J Reed Electrical
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CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRON ICS LTD
40 CRICKELWOOD BROADWAY. LONDON NW2 3ET

1

0161

Fax: 081-208

1

441

9" RACK MOUNTING EQUIPMENT CASES

This rangeof19' rack cases

leatuH stin blackfinished

16S1VG (1.5mm)

slel

hont

pilels(nofixing holesvisible),

withtheiearboxassemblyconstructedfrom2OSWG(.9mm)st;et
Th;standardirnitsaielO,,lZf+mmyaeepl'
t{EWFoF 1990 19" prcjecl casesonly4" (101mm)deep and are available in the lollowing popularsizes:

PhOJECTCASES

Type Heighl Pric€
PUI 11A" l4r',nnl t16.50
PU2 3%" (88mm) t18 50
PU3 5Ya" (l33mm) t20.50
PU4 7" (178mm) 122.50
PU6

10Y2'

l226nm)

1%'(44mm)

(88mm)

t20.70
t24.15

5%'(133mm)
7" (178mm)

e27,60
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wilhorderto:

BACKZ PRODUCTS
PO Box 1402 Mangotsfield,

ETr
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199"0

174 Dalkeith Road, Edinburgh EH16 sDX . O31 667 2611

OUR MUCH EXPANDED, BETTER ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE WILL COST f 1.50 _ TO INCLUDE
VOUCHERS TO USE AGAINST FUTURE
PURCHASES. TO RECEIVE A COPY AS SOON AS
THEYARE READY PLEASE SEND YOUR
REMITTANCE WITH YOUR NAME, ADDRESS
AND TELEPHONE NUMBER REOUESTING A
COPY OF THE 1990/91 OMNI CATALOGUE.

Delivery included (UK only)
All prices includeVAT.

Tel

OMNI ELECTRONICS
A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE WITH
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE

e26 s0

EOUIPMEI{TCASES

U1
U2
U3
U4

Ewell
Epsom, Surrey KTl7 3EO
Tel:0(7)l 223 5016

6 Queensmead Avenue, East

Overseasorders welcome

Tel: 081-452

Millions of quality components
at lowest ever prices.
Mail order only.
Send 30p stamped addressed label
for catalogue/cl earance ists.
All inclusive prices NO post, packing,
VAT etc to work out and add on.

Bristol, England, BS173Ry

Monday-Friday 9.00-6.00
Open:
' Saturddy
9.OO-'5.OO
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PROGRAMMABLE ELECTRONIG LOCK KIT

SUPER-SENSITIVE
MICROBUG

a thing ot

Yilff,',".|f" ?'fli".?f",,

s new high

.

0ne ofthe best burglar deterrents is a
guard dog and this kit provides the
barking without the bite! Can be conpressure mat or
nected t0
to a doorbell, oressure
any other intruder detecto!' and pro-

duces random threatening barks.
lncludes mains supply a-nd horn

Secure
doors to sheds, garages,
even your home or prevent the unauthorised use
of computers, burglar
alarms
cars. 0ne
4-digit sequence will operate the lock while incorrect entries will sound an
alarm. The number of in-

or

ng builtdard FM
depend-

9V PP3
ce, baby

t6.35

correct entries allowed
DISCO LIGHTII'IG KITS

RE
D

I

DL8000K 8-way sequencer kit with
built-in opto-isolated sound to
light input. 0n
control knob
5

t

D[1000K 4-w
bi-directional
dimming
DLZl000K ljn

lkw

5

of the above. Zero switching to
reduce interference ...........813.95
)

ng audio

......95p
to light
built-in

mic 1kW per channel ........[19.55
POWEB STROBE KIT

SIMPLE KITS FOR BEGINNERS

your
Th
quality solder resist printed circuit boards, all electro
jull
(including speaker where used) and
construction
Especially aimed at the beginner. Have fun with
have built it and also learn a little lrom building it.

circuit description.

@@

sKl D00RCHtMEptaysatunewhen
activated by a

pushbutton

f4.50

xt(l18

after you
de hi{ih
nts
with

lmagin€ conlrolling the brightne$ of your lights
or switching th€m on orolt kom lhe comlod ol

your armchairl This kit conlains all the

IR TRANSMITTER KIT
Designed for

ELECTBONIC WEIGHIiIG

comes

banery is required

KtT.,., .. .912.96
VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL SYSTEM

xK136 TOUCH DtitMER

TEN ExctTlNG pRoJEcTS FoR
this kit contains a solder-

BEGINNERS

Thgs€ kits can

sitch up to

16 pi6c€s of

equipmgnt on and olf or control

16

lunclions

[4.50

produ.ee!

lfr4ilg
tne

connectors, sws strobe tube and
assembly instructions. Supply:
240V ac. Size: 80x50x45.
xK124 STRoBoSC0PE KtT. t17.25

wilh the

complete with a pr€drilled box A PP3 I rclt

SK2 WHISTLE SWITCH switches a
relay on and off in resp0nse to whislle

command

u$

XK132 and

sri

,fi|!,1jlrtT.r#illooij:
'di'i"piiriioi,iano.n

stret

er

MKl2 lR Receiver,......... .......... .....119.55

Bl,1#li1i,i,lf,B1lii

included, enabling the beginner to build
the circuits with confidence .....817.25

VOICE RECORD/
PLAYBAGK KIT

501 133

PR0P0BTl0l'lAL TEMPERATURE

u0rcEPn0cassoa

COIITBOLLER

KII

This simpleto constructand even simpler to operate kit will record and Dlavback short messaoes or tunes. li has

Kit contains
essor. PCB,
ics to produ

of weight in
link selects the scale-bathroom/two
types of kitchen scales A low cost
digital ruler could also be made

ES1

88.25

Size.
Message

76x60x'l5mm

time

xK129

.....

.

TK ELECTRONICS
13 Boston Road
London W7 3SJ
Tel: 01-567 8910
Fax:01-566 1916

1-5 secs normal speed, 2-10 secs slow speed

LUDE
only),
divide
.15 then add P &
.00. Send cheque
Giro No. 5293140

ity and educational institutions orders welcome.
Qnpp 9pgl'Tuesday-Thursday 10 am - 5 pm.
Saturday 10 am

-

4 pm.

ORDERS: 081-567
30
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825.95
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d 3kw (240v-Ac.l.
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30+30 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

THE ETE'MONITOR II

100 WATT SPEAKER KIT f60,00 +C3,50 P&P (pairl
BESP0NSE:55H2-20kHz

:l:

BASS P0LYIUER CONE D: 22cm

DOMEMEETER: 14mm

No. qty

OVERALL SIZE

channel

The performance standard achieved in this

compact design is distinctively superior to anything else available at the
price The drive units
used are of sophisticated
design and have been
carefully integrated with a Complex Crossover
Stereo performance is exceptionally good with a
well focussed sound stage and sharp resolution

of detail Distortion throughout the frequency

range is low even at quite high power input and
this gives a great sense of dynamic range and

openness especially when used
mode.

in

bi-wired

with:-

2 READY CUT BAFFLES, ALL
CROSSOVER COMPONENTS, 2 BASS MIDSupplied

BP017 3
BM19 N
Bmm 4
Bm21 10

Bmzz

5

BPOA

6

8P024

2

BPO6

4

Bm26 4
aPon 30
Bm29 6
BP030

2

8P031
sP032

6
4

RANGE, 2 DOME TWEETERS, HOOK UP WIRE,
GRILLE CLOTH, SCBEW TERMINALS AND

BP03 2

SCREWS.

8P034 3

been returned by customers or
shops so they may need some

UKmade
AMlFmoduleswithdiaoramPH|LIPSUKmade
tuner head modules UK made by Mullard
1
Hi-Fi stereo pre-amp module inputs tor C0, tuner
lape, magnetic cartridge wilh diagram
UK made by MULURD
8P035 6 All metal co-axial aerial plugs
8P035 6 Fuse holders, panel mountin0 20mm type
6 ln line fuse holdere 20mm type
UK made by BULGIN
BPO38 N 5 pin din,180" chassis sockel

Bm39

6 Double phono sockets, Paxolin mounted
3 2 8m lengths of 3 core 5 amp mains flex
Large VU meters JAPI/V made
4V miniature bulbs, wire ended, new untested
2 Sonotone stereo crystal cartridge with 78 and
LP styli JAPAN made
Mono Cassette Record and plav heads
606 Mains translormere, PCB mounting
Size 42x33x35
24V 0 3VA mains power supply Brand new boxed
UK nade by MULLARD
25V OC 150mA mains adaptor in black plastic 6se
with llying input and outpul leads new uniis made
for Iamous sound mixer manulacturer.
Size 80x55x47
0C,14 transistors Remove paint from top and it
bmomes a photo+lectric ell (0RP 12)
UK nade by MULURD
30 Low signal transistors n p n, p n p types

BPO41

40.

LCD DIGITAL MULTI TEST METER ac oc

Volts resistance and DC Amps Most of these units are
new but have been returned or rejecled by the store

8P042 2
BP(xi, 30

BPtt{4
BPO45A

age

BPIXSA

RAD|O .-:#
ea. n**;tr

BPO47A

(Made by F ,ss Electronics)

2 AM-FM

Bm37

attention. Hence the price of
€3.50 each plus f1 60 P&P.
Order five and get the sixth

f5

reception.
6 pushbunon selected
preset stations.
Fully retractable lelescopic
aerial
Headphone/earphone
jack socket.
Size 230Hx 150Wx65D
Ref RE-5500.
B.and new.

BF050

BP051

BP053

5
r0

BPorl

Price fl4.95 + f2.80 P&P
SHURE HIFI,STEREO MAGNETIC CAR-

8P055
8F056 4
BPOS' 8
8P058 2m
BP05g

TRIDGE Fitted with an elliptical diamond stvlus
supplied with fitting kit and instructions A good quality

the manufacturers price All units are brand new and
rr Yvu

get one tree Postage f1 30 (Made in U S A.)

KOSS STEREO HEADPHONES Hish quality

light weight stereo headphones titted 3.5mm jack with
adaptor to 6.4mm jack. ldeal use Hifi or personal stereos,
made to sell for nine pounds. Ou r price for this u nit €4.25.
Postage 60p,

Tv SOUND TUNER KlT

An easy to build amplifier with a good specifica-

tion. All the components are mounted on the
single P.C.B. which is already punched and
backpri nted.

!
r
.
r

30Wx2 (DlN 4 ohm)
CD/Aux, tape l, tape

ll, tuner and

phono

inputs.
Separate treble and bass

Headphonejack

Size (H.W.D.) 75x400x'l 95mm
Kit enclosed: case, P.C.B., allcomponents, scale

and knobs f36.80. post f3.50
(Featured project in Everyday Electronics April
1989 issue). Reprint Free with kit.

AMPHONIC 125+125 POWER AMPLIFIER

1

Bm61
BP06l
8P064

watt output transistors 3
complimentary pairs in T066 case
(ldeal replaement for ADl6l and 162s)
Tape drck pre-amp lC with record/replay
swhching No 1M1818 with diagram
5 wan audio lcs. No TBA800 arEzl
Molor sp*d control lcs, as used with most
€sstte and record player motors
Digital
nade by PLESSEY
as
with diaoram
play (red)
7
Bridge r*tiliers, 1 amp,24V

D
used
segme

Assorted carbon resistors
Power supply PCB with 30V 4V/A translormer
1
MC78'18CT lC & bridge rectilier: Size 4"x27a'
5 6 35mm Mono jack plugs
5 6 35mm stereo switched iack s@kets
12 Coax chassis mount sockets
1
3mtr Euro-mains lead with chassis socket

BPO6

;:
:

'125 watt-per channel stereo power amplifier
with independent volume controls, professional

1 9" rack mount and silent running cooling fan for
extra reliability.
Outputpower .... 125WRMS max. perchannel
Output impedance .... ..... ..... ... 4 to 16 ohms
(max. power into 4 ohms)
............. 450V at 22K ohms
Sensitivity
Protection .... Electronic short-circuit and fuses

Power

...

..

Chaccic dim

........ 22O-240V a.c. 50Hz
/.1BY126YrRomm

f142 *et.oopap
STEREO MIXER

5 14

Listod pri@ over 830.00.

E.wrr

grade made in UK by PHILIPS
33000pf 16V d c. electrolytic high quality
compulet {ade UK made
20 ceramic trimme6
Tuning capacitors,2 gang dielectric a.m. type
3 position, 8 tag slide switch 3 amp rated
125V ac made in USA
Push-bunon switches, push on push otl, 2 pole
change over PC mountJAPAN made
2 pole 2 way rotary switch
Right angle, PCB mounting rotary switch,
4 pole, 3 way rotary switch UK made by LORLIN
3 pole, 3 way miniature rotary switch with one
extra position off (open frame YAXLEY type)
4 pole, 2 way rotary switch UK nade by LORLIN
Mixed control knobs
Stereo rotary potentiometers
l0k wire wound double precision
potentiometers UK flade
Single 100k multitune pots, ideal for varicap
lune(s UK made by PHILIPS
UHF varicap tuner heads, unboxed and
$tested UK made by PHILIPS
FM stereo decoder modules with diagram
UK made by PHILIPS

Bm$A 4 6'x%'HighgradeFerriterod
BPO34A
BPO34B

ROSS MULTITESTER
As new condition but have

one free. Postage

30Wdometweeter. Size 90x66mil JAPANmade

Bm16 5 2200pfcantypeElectrolytic2SVdc.computer

RECOI\iIMENDED AMP POWER:
'10-100
per

watts

per pack

Bml5B t

(HWD):382,252,204mm

MULTIBAND RADIO

VHF 54-176 MHz + AM CB BANDS 1-80
Listen to: AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL,
AIRCRAFT, RADAR

f 1 7.95

nnoroteY,illcetlt'I'nt8

P65TAGE
C2.85

MANY MANY.MORE

SOUELCH CONTROL
,,RUBBER

DUCK AERIAL"

s-channel stereo disco mixer in racking case which can
handle up to a total of 10 phono, line and mic inputs,
switchable on front panel. Twin 5-band graphic equalizer with insert/bypass switch Cross fader between
channels 1 and 2. Mic channel with low Cut filter and

Outpui for amp, tape and headphones,

Headphone

Equalizercontrolfrequencies..
FdleliTer.nnrrnl

rende

fl18.90 +

......50mV@7sohms
..

60,250, 1k,3.5k,12kH2
+12.lB hnnst^rc[i

rs.8o P&P

BELT-DRIVE
OUICKSTART VARISPEED
DISCO TURNTABLE
*

*

Ouick start ideal for scratching
Pitch control
Pop-up target lamp

t
i

headshell
Full manual control
Remote start/stop

*

a Strobe lamp

prug-rn

HAND HELD WALKIE TALKIES
ln the cut-throat world of consumer electronics,
one of the questions designers apparently ponder over is "Will anyone notice if we save money
by chopping this out?" ln the domestic TV set,
one of the first casualties seems to be the sound

ldeal for sports or any outdoor
activities. Built-in call button and
separate volume control. Range
1.2km maximunrr 49MHz crystal
control superhet circuit with builtin condenser mic. and speaker.
Unit supplied with vinyl carrying

*

7.5ks

case and personal earphone.

€32.90 a pail
+ c2.60
The unit is mains operated. This w souND
TUNER offers full UHF coverage with 4 preselected tunino controls. All oarts includinq
Varicap tuner, mains transformer, PCB with lC's,
capacitors and coils etc., to build the unit
illustrated above; without case and scale.
fl1.50 + f2.30 P&P
case as illustrated f6.90 + f2.00 P&P

P&P

fl12.00
+ f7.00 P&P
28.0.28V4 AMP MAINS TRANSFORMERS
With a 5.5V at 0.5A mains inpul 1 tG24O Sizo 90 x 105 x
75 fitted with copper screening band; made for famous
HlFl Co. C6.50 each. Postage f2.80. lt's weight is 2.7 Kg I
Brand new and unused condition.
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( a ) FLYWHEEL

( b ) STORAGE OF WATER
TO HIGHER LEVEL
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ENERGY STORED
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m = MASS OF WATER
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Wind turbines connected to the Grid
O

A WEG-LS1 300OkW Burgar Hill, Orkney
B WEG MS1
250kW Burgar Hill, Orkney
C. HWP-3OO 3OOkW Burgar Hill, Orknev
D. HWP 750/45 7SOkW Susetter Hill, Shetland
E
30OkW Carmarthen Bay, SWales
F.
3 30OkW Carmarthen Bay, SWales
G.
13OkW Carmarthen Bay, Swales
H.
25OkW llf racombe, Devon
J WP1
15OkW Treculliacks, Cornwall
K HWP-'I0O0/55 IOOOkW Richborough, Kent

is

significant is mechanical in origin

and comes from the gearbox.
The noise created frorn wind turbines is a ,far
field'problem. This means the noise only becomes
n distances from the source (Figure
r this comes as a result of the wind
speed varying with height from the ground and the
sound appears to be bent and directed in a refractive

manner. Sound can be naturally amplified or
absorbed and can travel over long distances for a

Wind turbines under construction

L HPW-740145

noise conhibution

75OkW Offshore, Norfotk

Possible wind farm locations

variety of reasons. It can be reinforced by resonance
if the source is in a hollow or using a hill as a reflector,

M
N
P
R

ground due

Sound will also travel better at night, hugging the
to refraction. It is also common

Capel Cynon, Dyfed, Wales

Cold Northcott, Cornwall
Langdon Common, Durham
Eaglesham,Strathclyde

knowledge that any sound will be heard more easily
directly downwind of the source.

Green light for Richborough
The latest wind generator to appear on the scene was
opened in June at Richborough Power Station in
Kent, and if successful could save the burning of
1 million tonnes of coala year. The 1MW wind turbine
is of a 55m diameter three-bladed design and has
been developed from the knowledge gained from the
smaller 300kW turbine at the Carmarthen Bay site in
Wales.
OM

The rotor blades are made

Ka

e

oI

light-weight

wood/epoxy laminate and mounted on a45m tower.
The blades have movable tips to conholthe generator
output. This HAWT will start to operate in winds

A EFG

greater than 11mph and the generator

t-l

is

synchronised

to the national grid auiomatically at 24.Srpm.

otu

Rotation of the rotor blade tips in excessive winds
will reduce the torque and maintain a constant output
of 1MW. This latest aero-generator willbe monitored
over the next two years for its electrical perlormance,
its mechanical operating elliciency and of course its
effect on the environment.
With a cunent annual turnover of f4 million, the

Fig. 4 !-ocations of Wind Driven Generators ln The UK

Noise
Large rotors, rotating horizontally or vertically, would
not at first thought seem to be a noisy machine. We
relate our thoughts to a conventionalwindmill where
rotation is slow. But the noise emitted from these new
giants fall into two categories. Aeordynamic noise
comes from the blade motion. It is more technically
known as pink noise and is a range of random lower
audible frequencies. From the side of the rotor, the
sound is a swept range of frequencies due to the well

development of wind power in the next few years
should give the privatised electricity companies the
impetus to commission many new wind generator
sites with increased output power, lower cost per unit
and a knowledge that the environmental impact has
been reduced to a minimum.

Our thanks go to the Energy Technology
Support Unit, Harwell, and the National Wind Turbinte
Centre, Glasgow, for information provided in the
preparation of this article
PATHS OF NOISE
TRAVELLING FROM
WIND TURBINE
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Far Field Noise Effect
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CM.64 LA/PCM
The CM-64 LA/PCM Sound Module gives a maximum
63-voice polyphony, is 1s-part multi-timbral
rhythm part) for full orchestral reproductions and
64 PCM preset tones and, from the
synthesis, 128 synthesizer presets. 30
plus 33 sound effects for the rhythm
accepts Ul10 sound sample library

Holand EM-E4

CM
Module
32-voice polyphonic and
has built-in digital reverb.
Module contains the CM-64's
s, is 31-voice polyphonic and
the same digital reverb, and is
Ul10 sound-card compatible
, is

Roland -M==P

CN-20.,
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CA-30
La

the CM modules themselves are three peripheral
bomponents. The LAPCI LA Sound Card lits into the expansion slot
ot an IBM-PC ior instant access to the great sounds of
Roland's MT-32 Multi-Timbre module. The MCB-1 is an
optional MlDl connector box for the LAPC-1, allowing the
LAPC-1 to be used as an interlace with external MlDl
devices. And the MPU-IMC is a MlDl interface
compatible with Micro Channel Architecture, the new IBM bus
lormat used on tlie PS/2 PC
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Boland (UK) Ltd. West
Telephone: 01-568 124

.
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nA-30 lntelligent
the
linked with
ihe cA-30 is a

imbus Records, the recording and CD
manufacturing company, has signed an
agreement with the British Technology Group
securing the rights to ambisonic technology
Ambisonics, the British surround-sound
system, was developed by a research team
from Reading University in1975 The system
records and reproduces concert hall sounds
in a more natural way by having a cluster of
microphones pointed around a concert hall
recording three channel spacial information.
An ambisonic decoder will reproduce the
sounds via strategically placed speakers in the

home. A Universal Matrix H
- Matrix J
decoding mechanism will ensure compatibility between three and two channelsystems
Nimbus has been using the ambisonic
technique in recording since the 1970s and
it hopes that the technology will form the basis
of home entertainment systems in the future.
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p olands D-70 Super LA Synthesizer is a
[,ZO lny. mulri-rimbral keyboard. The

i
i
{

i

I
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t
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pi"ldt".h Electrocomponents has recently
I introduced a specialised range of weather

use as sounders and alarms where multiple
tones are required particularly in portable or

proof speakers The cones are made from a
transparent polyester film material and are
completely unaffected by water. As a result
are less prone to tearing and degradation
The speakers are particularly suited to
environments where water or excess humidity may be encountered. They are ideal for

exterior mounted equipment
There are 10 sizes available, ranging from
inch to 4 inch in diameter with the smallest
weighing less than 14g! Maximum power
input ranges from 0 1 ro 12 watts with a
nominal impedance of 8 ohms.
1
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The D-70 contains a wide variety of
performance functions including full MIDI
controller capabilities and a large 40-digit x
8-line LCD which makes operation and

,iI

1
,
i
H
3

editing easy The 76-note velocity and
aftertouch sensitive keyboard lets you control

q

1..t

R :i#; I;,?": I i: #::'i:i

i; i3:'J11
for any recording or live

cally designed
performance application.

With a 16-bit linear data sampling format,
the S-770 uses 48kHz, 44.lkHz,24kHz, and
ffi

22.05kH2 sampling rates to provide high
quality sound Sample data is modified with
24-bit processing and a 20-bit dlgital-toanalogue converter, to give sound resolution

LI

is included to load any available S-series
sounds for the S-550 into the S'770 through
a converslon process.

The S-770 gives24-voice polyphony and

individual Time Variant Filters and Time
Variant Amplifiers are provided for each
vojce, allowing alJ {iltering and amplitude
effects to be processed digitally avoiding any

machines

The S-770 is equipped with digital inputs
and outputs, balanced audio inputs and six
polyphonic audio outputs.
The retail price o{ the 5770 is t4860.00.

2
megabytes of RAM expandable to 16 megabytes with the addition of memory board A

4

built-in 40 megabyte hard disk drive gives fast
storage and retrieval of waveform data ln
addition to the hard drive, a floppy disk drive

comparable to the highest quality digital
multi track recorders, CD players, and DAT

The S-770's standard memory is

*'

D-70 enables you to develop complex sounds
and provides a new level of creative flexibility,
making it ideal for live performers or studio
musicians who need instant complete control
over sounds.
Time Variant Filters offer high-pass, lowpass and band-pass filtering and the new
Differential L-oop Modulation process creates
random, distorted waveforms, and a wide
selection of new PCM samples. The Tone
Palette editing system features Level,
Panning, Tuning, Cutoff, Resonance, Attack,
and Release buttons which allows you to
access the main synthesizer parameters
Through these, the Tone Palette's four sliders
can modify parameters {or any four layered
Tones at once in real time, making it easy to
create new sounds

ETr JULY I990

sound quality deterioration

release velocity in real time and the unit
responds to polyphonic aftertouch through
MIDI, giving you exceptional expressive
responslveness
The D-70 also contains PCM wave data,
such as white noise and sawtooth waves, that
can be used as sound elements. Many of the
now standard multi-sampled PCM sounds
come with this machine, including pianos,
brass, guitars and drums. The unit has two
ROM card slots, allowing access for additional
new sounds, which can be modified using the
various editing f unctions.
The effects line up includes a builtin digital
reverb and chorus effects which can be used
simultaneously
The D-70 retails at f 1,799.00.
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SY'77
For some time now the music world
has been waiting f or a major new

breakthrough in synthesizer
technology. Now the wait is over
Yamaha's SY77 Performance
Synthesizer heralds a new direction in
synthesis for the 1 990s.
The SY77's revolutionary new
RCM (Realtime Convolution and
Modulation) tone generation
technology fuses the realism of 16-bit
sampled waveforms with the musical

expressiveness of Advanced
FM. Realtime digitalf ilters offer
uncompromising control of the tonal
character of each voice, with
resonance and full dynamic
expression But harnessing this power
is not difficult thanks to an easy-to-use
editing system and a large backlit LCD
With 16 independent parts in
Multi mode, plus dynamic voice
allocation and polyphonic panning, the
SY77's onboard 16-track sequencer
can produce fully orchestrated
arrangements of spectacular

proportions thanks to the SY77's wide
variety of breathtakingly rich sounds
and sonically pure digital signal
processing Four individual outputs
provide flexible audio routing and
mixing, whilst the integral 3.5" disk
drive supplies all the backup your
performances will ever need
The SY77 another classic in the making
Forfurther information please write or call:

YAMAHA.KEMBLE
rlustc (u,1() LD.
Mount Avehue, Bletchley, Milton (eynes MKl 1JE, E ngl and
Telephone: 0908 371771 Telex: 826991 Fax 0908 36AA72
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f you play the guitar and practice at home, no
doubt you've often been hassled to turn down

your amplifier and give other people some
peace. Short of divorce or leaving home, what

you want is a headphone amplifier, allowing
you to practice in private and let everyone else get on

watching Neighbours.
But an ordinary headphone amp would sound
somewhat lacking. Playing electric guitar through
them results in a dead sound; not at all suitable for
budding Eric Claptons.
So what you need is a headphone amp complete
with reverberation. You only have to compare singing
in the lounge with singing in the bath to realise the

Do you dis.turb

benefits of reverberation; sound reverberating from
the smooth walls of your bathroom makes the
resultant song nicer to listen to, whether your voice

house by praicticing on
ylur electric gaitar?'
so, this project by
Keith Brindley for a

is in tune or monotonous.
Of course, a normalfifteen inch long spring-line

If

reverb unit is too large to be practical, so a different
approach is needed.
Bucket brigade analogue delay lines have been
around for a while, so why not make a complete
headphone amp unit with such a device in it to give
reverb, without allthe hassles of a temperamental and
large spring-line unit?
Let's go back to first principles for a moment.
Reverberation is simply the returned echo of a sound.

r

6

c18
10Ou

R25

*SEE TEX]

NOTE:

lCl =
lC2 =
lC3 =
lC4 =
D1 :

O84
3011
31O1

386
1N4148

R17 R19

68k 68k

R21

68k

R18 P20

68k

68k

Fig. 1 Circuit of the Guitar Practice Amplifier with reverberation
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In an auditorium for example, reverberation is most
often heard as the sound from the stage is reflected
off the walls, floor and ceiling and returned. The term
reverberation is therefore pretty loose, as it depends
chiefly on the size and shape of auditorium und th"
surfaces used on the walls, floor and ceiling. Further,
reflections in an auditorium are multiple, not just a

oscillation frequency is audible (just under 6 kHz). As
considerab
ponents
is

undertak

mphfier,

though, th
The circuit of the Guitar practice Amplifier

is

shown in Figure 1. Reverberation effects are ielected
with toggle switch SW1. In its cenhal position
reverberation is OFF, and the project functions as a
conventional guitar headphone amplifier. With SW1
switched to the SINGLE position, the effect is of a
single echo at an
plete
after the originati
guita
effect is the re
the
position, the project recycles the delayed signal, with
a decay determined by a front panel depth conhol

Indeed, if depth is increased further, recycling is
permanent, creating a delayed acoustic feedback
ellect.
The project is designed to fit inside a small case,
suitable for clipping to a belt or waistband, and is
battery-powered. There's no on-off switch as the
headphone jack socket has switched contacts which
apply power to the circuit when a plug is inserted,
cutting off power when the plug is removed. Simply
plug in your guitar, plug in your headphones and play!

Construction
From the outset the project was designed with small
size in mind. A size and weight suitable for clipping
to your belt or waistband was considered essentiai-

Fig. 2 Overlay of the circuit board for the project

single echo, typically of many varying time intervals.
So to define reverberation in order to reproduce it
electronically, we refer to the reverberation time: the
time taken for all reflections of a sound to fall in
intensity by 60dB below level of original sound. In an
auditorium where music is to be played reverberation
times of around 2s are considered best, while in a
small room where a speaker is to be heard a reverberation time of around 300 ms is preferred.
We can use a bucket brigade analogue delay line

to

perform electronic reverberation, simpty

by

recycling the delayed signal back around the circuit
- provided we can recycle the delayed sound around
the circuit a sufficient number of times before it decays
to a level 60 dB below the originating sound. There
is a problem inherent to this approach, however. Noise
in the circuit is recycled along with the delayed signal,

and every time the signal is recycled, noise

is

eflectively amplified. In other words, the greater the
reverberation time relative to the recycled delay time,
the greater the output noise level.

Originally bucket brigade devices had

an

acceptable maximum delay of around only 25 ms,

which is not really sufficient because the

2s

reverberation time requires that 80 recyclings of the

delayed signal take place. Such a circuit would
generate so much noise that it's unlikely that the
original signal could be heard.
Some modern bucket brigade devices, on tlre
other hand, are capable of delays in excess of 200 ms.
Thus only 10 recyclings need take place to create an

40

and, as long as you've had a bit experience building
projects before, you should have few problems.
Starting with the PCB, integrated circuit sockets
are recommended, as these allow insertion of integrated circuits easily without risk of damage from an
over-zealous solderer and static. One of the ICs used
(the ana
expensiv
usePCB

brigade d
uldnt want
boardconn

pins for connections to switch SW1 and potentioh these components
board it's notpossible
nded case with them
inserted. These components have to be soldered in
after the PCB is in place inside the case and, without

PCB pins, connection is not possible.

Insert and solder allpassive components and the
single link. Resistor R25 is determined by the headphones you are going to use. If you intend to use a

pair of low sensitivity personal

headphones R25 is a single link. If you
are high-sensitivity can-type'phones, a
should be used.

Next insert and solder both jack sockets and
diode D1. Insert all integrated circuits, temporarily
solder on the three fronlpanel controls, connect i
battery, test and set-up the project.

auditorium-style reverberation effect. With care,

Setting Up

sufficient filtering and good luck, noise can be kept
reasonably low and a good reverberation effect will
result.
Delay through the bucket brigade delay line used
in the project is preset between around 20ms and
300ms. However, with a delay of 300ms the internal

This is a

ofreverb

T::,'":

lnitially,

and
potentiometers RV1 and RV3 at mid-position. Switch
SW1 should be in the middle position so that reverberation effects are OFE Plug in your headphones
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OUTPUT TO
HEADPHONES

-u
FJ

E

ETl
Fig. 3 Block diagram of the Guitar Practice Amplifier
and guitar. You should hear whatever you play on the
guitar through the headphones.
Put switch SW1 into the SINGLE reverberation
effect position. Now, whenever you play a single note
on the guitar you hear it, and a single echoed repeat
of that note immediately after it.

Put switch SW1 into the

MULTIPLE

reverberation position. You should now hear a
complete reverberation effect with a reverberation
time of around a second. Turn potentiometer RV1
clockwise, whereupon the effect should deepen
ending up with a reverberation time over 2s, perhaps
spilling over into feedback. Adjust preset RV2 so that
feedback cannot occur whatever the position on

HO\v IT WORKS

potentiometer RV1.
Finally, adjust preset RV4 for delay time length.

Fully anti-clockwise gives the longest delay time, at
which point you will hear (if your upper end hearing
is good enough) a high-pitched whistle Adjust the
preset to give the delay you feel best.
Initially, you'llprobably adjust the presets to give
maximum depth and delay time. After you've used
the project for a while, though, you'll realise that too
much reverberation and too long a delay time is not
the ideal, and you'll want to back off these preset

m
Fl

controls.

Housing
The PCB is designed to fit the specified case exactly,
so housing is a little tricky, especially as front panel
controls have to be fitted after the board is in the case.
First, unsolder and remove the three front panel
conhols. Next, carefully mark and drillthe case to suit
the two jack sockets on the back panel. The 3.5mm
stereo jack socket hole should be filled out to suit the
oblong space required.

m0re

controlsfie speed
More

willk uitj
and apptied

Erc the delayed signal is
in its central position the

a straightforward
switch
applied to the

pwer

sapplied to the dday

IWrththe
is recycled
i

qignal is re'apPlied
and so a

ying) of the signat

Now, estimate, mark and drillthe front panel to
suit the front panel controls. Once done, you can mark

the case with whatever transfer lettering you want.
Spray with clear lacquer to protect the case
Fit the PCB into plate then fit the front panel
contols, finally soldering their connections to the PCB
pins in the board.
A belt clip of sorts should be fastened to the lid
of the case. Anything from a ball-point pen clip to a
purpose-made spring-metalclip can be adapted to suit
here. As the lid is rever;ible, you can choose which
way up the clip faces, allowing the project to be clipped
to either side of the body, with controls to the back
or front, depending on preference.
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Wilmslow's NEW Total Kit for the very popular KEF Constructor
series. The CS3 design is now supplied with split X-over network
plus 8 x 30 amp binding post connectors so that Bi-wiring is
possible without any modif ication.

f,HHtvERSARY

Some components have been uprated and to improve this highly
regarded speaker still further, Wacoustic panels are used to
reduce cabinet induced colouration to an absolute minimum.

The kit comprises bass and treble units, assembled crossovers,
wadding, grille fabric etc. plus flatpack cabinets.

SPECIAL OFFERS
Umm was

(Accurately machined f rom
smooth MDF for ease
of assembly)
Aids
I Tools/Service
"3#;Ss^t'ibli

Dimensions:
526 x 286 x 237 mm
Response:
55 HZ - 20 KHZ +/- 3dB
AMP Suitability: 1 5-1 00w
lmpedence: 8 ohms
CS 3 (bi-wire) Total Kit
E187.00 per pair +
carriage/lns. 81 3.50
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ONE OF THE LARGEST RANGES OF COMPONENTS IN THE UK
EAST

AND EFFICIENT SAME DAY PERSONAL SERVICE

O VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES; QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

.
.

DISCOUNT VOUCHERS INCLUDED
NO MINIMUM ORDER

FILL IN THE COUPON AND POST IT WITH YOUR CHEQUE, PO Erc
FOR fI.5O TO RECEIVE YOUR 1990 CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS

CATAIOGUE
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Simple TenWatt Noise Limiter

Amplifier

This design depends on the masking elfect of high

Cl and
C2 f.orm a second order filter with a turnover
frequency of 1 kHz. Differential amplifier ICla
frequency signals on the noise. IClb, R3, R4,

This is an extremely simple and inexpensive general

purpose amplifier. The design is conventional, the
only point of interest being thai the output transistors
are under-biased. This means that there is no
possibility of thermal runaway
- it should, however,
introduce large amounts of distortion, but in {act, due
to the high level of negative feedback employed, the
distortion is reasonably low. Frequency response is
extremely good.

+32V

subtracts the bass-only output at the output of IClb
from the full range input signal to leave treble and
noise. This signal is full wave precision rectified by

ICld

and IC2a and the resulting DC applied to the noninverting input of IC2b. The inverting input samples
a DC voltage from the slider of RVl, which forms a
voltage divider with R16.
IC2b is used without feedback and thus acts as
a comparator. When RV1 is properly adjusted, a
positive-going pulse appears at the output each time
the treble component of the input signal exceeds the
noise level.

This pulse is fed into IC2c which, with the
associated components, forms a negative peak
detecting and hold circuit.
This in turn is fed into the gate of Q1, which is
used as a variable resistance in the feedback loop of
IC1c. This last op-amp is operated as a simple audio
mixer which yecombines the bass and treble com-

--rl . *--

a

i -t
itfr

ponents of the input signal. Thus the treble part of the
signal is used to switch itself through only when this
part of the signal is greater than the ambient noise
level. The result is a signal which sounds considerably
better than the original, whilst losing the minimum of
detail.
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NOTES
01.2 AC214
03.5 8C109
04 8C212

High Quality
Tone Control
When designing a high quality pre-amp, the author
was faced with the problem of designing a suitable
tone control stage. Op-amps such as the 741 are
commonly used, but in generalhave a poor slew rate,
Iairly high distortion and high noise when used in this
application.
The circuit shown is based on an inverting op

F

amp using discrete transistors to ovetcome the above

problems. The output stage is driven by a constant
cufient source, biased by a green LED to provide
temperature compensation.
With the controls flat, the unit provides unity
gain, so the stage can be switched in or out.
The design is suitable for inputs between 100 mV
and 1V0, and provides a good overload margin at low
distortion for the accurate reproduction of transients.
The usual screening precautions against hum should
be carried out.

I

R9
33k

c4
10u
B5
15k

One Chip

Preamplifier
The circuit shown utilises the four Norton op amps
contained within an LM3900 to produce a high

quality stereo pre-amp, catering for magnetic
cartridges,
IC1 is used in the inverting mode. Signals from
the cartridge are fed via the blocking capacitor and

Rr0
5k6

R5 and R6 de{ine the midband gain of the stage
whilst the network R3, R4, C2 and C3 provide the
required RIAA equalisation. From here the equalised
signalis fed to a standard Baxendall tone control work

built around IC2. This requires little comment
although it should be noted that individual volume
contols are employed for each channel. This not only
reduces crosstalkbetween channels butalso works out
cheaper in that only two single ga4g potentiometers
are used.
Performance is good with overall distortion below

R1 to the inverting input. R1 defines the input

0.1% and a S,/N ratio ol -67d8 unweighted, ref

impedance and provides the right damping for the

500mV out.

cartridge.
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Super
Bass

Excavator
The main problem with small infinite baffle speaker
systems

that the bass response rolls off rather sooner
than their larger brothers. This circuit overcomes this
problem by boosting the deep bass response of the
power amp driving the speakers. Certainly this is not
is

an altogether new idea as regular readers of this
magazine well know but this particular circuit does the

job rather better than most and the 'audible
improvement is well worth the time and money spent.
The circuit is based around the well known quad

op-amp LM324. This device contains four
amps of the 74j, type. Before any
eir hands in horror it should be noted
that these are capable of delivering 2V RMS of 20 kHz
sine wave without slew rate problems and that is more

than enough to drive 99.99% of all known power
amps into clipping.

In order to overcome the crossover distortion
problems of these op amps the output stage of each
is biased into class A by R7 and R10. Cl, C2, R3 and

R6 form a Butterworth second order filter which
removes any signals below 2OHz thus preventing

E-{

t-{
tF-J

TJ

E
t-{

EJ
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Now it so happens that the rate of roll-r
72dB per octave anr
ame. Thus by the si
apacitor values to be

NEW CUT OFF
_3 dB POINT

OLD CUT OFF
_3 dB POINT

C3,

38Hz

5OHz

45Hz

60Hz

47
39

52Hz

TOHz

33r

6OHz

8OHz

27

9OHz

22r

00Hz

18

68Hz

the circuit's response below the frequency determined

75Hz

Stereo Mixer

The mixer circuit shown was designed to allow four
or more inputs to be mixed down, producing a stereo
output. Each input has stereo panning and a level
control. The gain of the input stages can be boosted
according to specific needs by adding Rx, making it
possible to use a direct input from guitars,

r

in value and by matching the quoted -3 dB poi
the speakers with the + 3 dB values in the table,
extends the lower -3 dB limit of the speakers b5
an octave.
The device must be inserted between the
and power amplifiers and has a unity gain exce
the bass. The maximum gain has been set at 6 r
prevent amplifier overload.

amplifier overload from record warp signals. R5 and
C2 in conjunction with R8 and C4 produce a shelf in

Four Input
TJT

by the reactance of the capacitors.

1

regulated power supply shown should be suitab
general purpose applications.

Audio Equalist
The circuit is a versatile line level audio equ
providing many of the useful functions of a r

microphones and so on. Note that to avoid poor
frequency response, the gain of this stage should be

kept below 50 (keep Rx above 2k2). The input

impedance is 100k and should be high enough for
most applications.
The two output stages have sufficient gain to
compensate for the attenuation of the panning
controls. If more than four inputs are used it will be
necessary to increase the gain ofthe output stages by
decreasing the value of Ry to 6k8 for six input s or 4k7
for eight inputs.

type band pass filter
nd a cr
frequency selectable
citors (
C18. This band pass
afeed
path of IC3, giving up to 2OdB of boost or cut
e

TL072 op-amps are of low noise and have been
used throughout the design. The simple zener

ETI IULY I(
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NOTE:
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IF REOUIRED
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2n5
C10,C155n C11,Cl6 10n
C12.C17 2On
Cl3,C18 50n
C9,C14

MID.RANGE
FBEOUENCY

EOUENCY
4kHz
2kHz

lkHz
400H2
250H2

RVl 2,3 ARE LINEAR
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TECHTIPS
tighting Control without RFI
current generator. The current it sinks

is

conholled by

the opto-isolator via Q1. Tiansistors Q3 and Q5

dissipate excess power and so they must be mounted

on a large heatsink and fan cooled.

+

A small quiescent current must always be drawn
to develop a certain amount of resistance in the bulb.
Surges occur if the bulb is driven from its cold
resistance. The preset (RV2) shown in the figure
provides this. It should be set with RV1 at minimum
resistance, so that the bulb is just glowing when viewed

BB1

400v Ptv

lOR

R5

50mA

MAINS

+

NEUTRAL

BR2

close up and not visibly bright when viewed at a
distance. Note that the ground of the lighting circuit
is not mains neutral. This is one reason for using the
opto-isolator. The other is that I'm not keen on
connecting control circuity to a mains powered circuit!
At the transformer secondary voltage shown (18V

18V
SECONDARY

SEE TEXT

onventional lighting control works by
switching the mains electricity on and
off at different positions on the cycle.
However this causes interference with
audio and radio equipment.
This circuit controls a bulb's brightness by

RMS), single opto-isolators must be used, as dual and
quads have a V." that is too low.
If the bulb blows, all the current will be drawn
through the bases of Q3 and Q5, blowing FUSE 2,
Q1 and BR2 should have a current rating to take this
short-circuit current.
This circuit has been used successfully with
measured powers of 40W dissipated in the bulb
(R4 : 47R,25W). h is hoped that by using more
efficient heat sinking, it will give an increased power
output in the future.

conholling the current through the bulb, via a constant

Bill Shaq Southampton

Brake Light Warning
his simple circuit will detect a failure of one
or both car brake-lights, as well as allowing
the driver to ensure that the switch itself is
operating. The lamps are usually rated at

2A. The circuit monitors the cunent to the bulbs which
flows through R1 and R2. Sufficient current ()3A )
will produce a voltage drop of greater than 0.6V

22W

illuminates to indicate that all is well. At the same time
the base of Q2 is held at nearly the supply voltage via
R5, and this transistor is turned off.
However, if there is insufficient current to turn Q1
on, the green LED will be off, and Q2 can then draw
enough base current to turn the red LED on.
In the case of a switch failure, neither light will
illuminate when the brake pedalis pressed, and allthe
driver has to do is check occasionally that the green
light is on while braking.
The device can be constructed small enough to
be in one unit mounted in a convenient place behind
the dashboard. R1 and R2 will be conducting 4A for
short periods, and they should be good quality,
generously rated components. I used 2.5W wirewound resistors. Since the brake-light switch normally
has push-on spade terminals, it should be possible to
wire into the circuit without making any drastic
modifications.

- with two lights this totals 44W
that the total current is normally about 4A.

meaning
If one bulb is defective, the current will fall to about

NOTE:

O1.2 = BCYTo

D1 = GREEN LEO
02 = RED LED,

which will turn on Q1, and so the green LED

One-switch Delayed Wiper
his circuit provides the choice of continuous or intermittent action without
additionalcontrols. It was designed for use
with a rear wiper on a modern hatchback
car but could be adapted for use with front

48

wipers if required.
When the wiper is first switched on, C1 and C2
are d
1 charges
ntil the
Schm
low.lCl(b)
gh, and

the

D

is

clocked.

the 'D,
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input is hig:

Cl -,:r :,er.tx -€:: -:-a::€:

s-l::tciently

--: s=E --:-e Q :-=-.r: :: --:.e iip flop is
therefore Ic; --,,:.: r,:!- ---€ :51 ---::::.] rhe reset
condition. ii--:
:-=-: ?r- I .::i Tee relay is
-j
therefore €ierf-r,r
=-"--::. ^-:;::-::.e on in the
to change

continuous

=:,:=C -:-::- --. : ::=:ge iia R2 and
after about :i,: -: : :r I :: -: c: lC2 goes low.
If the wiper s:':*- j -r
:-'.- :-:-..: -:: and on again
immediatel;-. C - - -:"==e. :=: :-'- arcl t hen charges
Capac:::

:

=-:--l:r-,-:-:-r- ls generated as
before. C2 h:;t-.=- ::*= -:: :='. e Eme to discharge.
This takes fd. :: -i--=: -,::::s This time, a low'D'
again so tha:

:JF=,I( L]NE

signal is clocked in to IC2 so that the Q output is high.
This removes the reset from IC3 allowing it to freerun in the astable mode with a period of four or five
seconds. Thus the wiper now runs in the intermittent
mode.
To revert to continuous operation, simply switch
off ,leave for three seconds so that C2 has time to
discharge. and switch again.
The whole unit may conveniently be housed in
a plastic box inside the tailgate. It is only necessary to

cut one wire, and to make one earth connection.
There is no need to dismantle the dashboard, or to
replace any switches.

HERE

NOTE:

lC1 = 4093

CONNECT PINS 12,13 TO GROUND

lC2 = 4013

CONNECT PINS 4,6,8.11 TO GROUND

tc3 = s55

D1 =

1N4001

Drs

tc3
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SK|S Soldering Kit. e19.75
Build or repair any electronic project.
LC18 z{lh l8w iron with 3.2, 2.1,
and 1.6mm bits. Pack of l8 swg
flux-cored 6011{l solder. Tweerers.
3 soldering aids. Reel of De-Solder
braid. ln PVC presentation wallet.

ADAt1il iltiniature hon

rr---

f,,8.60
the
Slim

nylon handle with finger grip.
lnterchanqeable bits available 1.2,

Possibly smallest mains iron in
world. ldeal lor fine work.

2.4mm. 2{lh 12w (12v available).
Presentation wallet.

'U Series Lightweight lrons. 12w
High efficiency irons lor all

59.20

electronic hobby work. Non-roll
Stainlessl steel element shafts.
connected elemeflts. Slip-on
available fiom 1.0 to {.7mm.

Screw-

bits
LAl2

Heavy, solid-plastic base

-

Security without lnstallation for homes

I

-

Designed specially for LIIES()LD irons.
with non-slip pads.
Won't tip over, holds iron safely. With wiping
sponge and location for spare (hotl bits.
No 5 stand for EC50 iron No { stand
for ADAMlttl miniature lron No 3 stand
for LA12 and LC'18 lrons.

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH
CPU 9OOO SELF.CONTAINED
ALARM SYSTEM
Detects ir;truders up to 30tl

model, 12w, 2.4mm bit. LC 18 Model,
l8w,3.2mm bit.210v Std
l2v
available. Presentation'wallet.

Penetrating 103d8 Siren

0x78mm. IEasily
s or large areas.
ced e67.72 +VAT,

lheSecurrtySpecialist
Li}IiTED
RISCOHP
Road.
Dept. ETl.s. 51 foppy
Princes Risborcugh,

Bucks
HP179DB

-.
B#:t#'fr':,uo,

Callers by Appornlment
Ofice hours Mon-Fri
gam-spm

@iR

High 0uality version ol increasingly
popular type of tool. Precision made
anodised aluminium body, plunger
guard and high-seal piston. Easy

Prices include pEp and VAT. Send order
with Cheque/P0. Ring for Access/Visa sales

o

DECIS/OITTMAKER

DisplayBoard
Assembly of the display board is straightforward and
shouldfollowthe component layout shown in Figure
2a. The six LEDs mustbe correctly oriented and must
have leads ofsufficient length forthe LEDstoprotrude
through the case lid. To achieve this, first insert and

)

li,,

Fig. 1 Front Panel Layout
..ta.

If you have trouble
making important
decisions, then this
project by Chris
Bowes is for you!

E{
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E
tr
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his project is an elechonic version of the
spinning 'executive toy' decision makers
that you see advertised in catalogues
around Christmas time. In these, the

.::

.ral

LED2

decision is made by spinning a heavy brass
arrow, which eventually comes to rest at one of six or
eight possible courses of action engraved around the
circumference of the device. In this version the
spinning arrow is replaced by a ring of LEDs which
light sequentially.
Though this project should be regarded as an
amusing toy rather than as a serious predictor of fates,
it does provide a constructional project of some
complexity with scope for personalisation.

Construction
This project has been designed to be conshucted in the
plastic case specifieci in the components list. If this case
is not used you may needto adjustthe dimensions of
the PCBs and the case lid artwork.

The length of the LED leads depends on the
thickness ofthe case lid and the height of the display
board stand-off supports, so it is best to start by
preparing the case lid. The holes through which the
LEDs protrude and the hole for SW1 should be drilled
or cut as appropriate. Carefully position the stick-on
standoffs so that the LED mountings on the PCB are
correctly aligned. Now remove the PCB so that the
components can be rnounted and soldered in position.
The case lid can then be lettered and SWl installed
ready for connection to the main PCB. The front panel
layout is shown in Figure 1.

ilililt
abcdefg

Fig. 2a Display PCB Component Layout

solder the resistors into place and the connecting cable

to the board. Then place the LEDs in their correct
positions, ensuring that they are correctly orientated,
butdo notsolderthem into place. Carefullypositionthe
board on the stand-offs and position the LEDs so that
they protrude through the holes cut in the case lid.
Once the LEDs are in the correct position solder their
leads and cut offthe excess wire. At this point, test the
board by connecting a 9 volt battery between the
com mon (0V) wire and the wires leadin g to R6 to R1l
in turn. In edch case the appropriate LED should Iight.

ETI IUIJY 1990

Main PCB
The main PCB is rather close packed, with a number
of tracks passing between IC pins. Take care when
soldering to avoid short circuits between tracks. The
component layout of this board is shown in Figure 2b.
There are also a number of wire links across the board.
These should be inserted first and soldered into place.
Where the link are terminated beneath other components it is advisable to check that the connections are
sound, with a test meter, before installing the other
components. Now you can install and solder the
remaining components into place, making sure that
diodes, capacitors, ICs and Q1 are installed the correct
way round. Finally solder into place the wire
connections to the battery connector, SW1 and the
display PCB and inspect the board carefully for any

broken hacks, solder bridges or incorrect components
before connecting the battery and testing the circuit.

Testing And Final Installation
Totestthe unit, insertthe batiery and push SW1. One
of the LEDs on the display should light immediately
and the display should then pulse round for about ten
seconds before stopping. Pressing SW1 again should
result in further pulsing round of the display, which
should stop at different LEDs in a random sequence.
After atime the illuminated LED willfade out. If you do
encounterproblems you willneed tofault-find, using
circuit description given in How It Works. This will be
easier if you place a temporary short circuit between the
collector and emitter of Q1, enabling the operation of
the circuitto be checked without having to constantly
press SW1.
Once the circuit is functioning correctly, adjust
RV1 to givethecorrectspeedof operation of the display
andinstallthe completed unitinits case. The main PCB
is inserted into a convenient slot moulded in the case
side with the battery positioned either between the PCB
and the case side or stuck onto the case bottom with
double sidedtape. Screw case lid into place andthe unit
is ready for use.
To use the unit, simply press SW1 and read the
decision from the legends on the display. When you
havefinished playing with the unit, itcan be leftto switch
itself off.
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SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER "SBC.I''
A computer doesnl have to look like you'd expect a computer to look.
It doesn't have to have a keyboard and a screen and floppy disks and

so on.
hips a 280 computer can have
CPU chip, an EPROM chip (uP
and a pair of 8255A UO (inPut
to waggle up and down. There
included, but these are simPle

2/24V or

2A
3M
4'p
65
8
10
15
20
30
41

l2-Gl2V 2x12V

12V e

003
05
1
2

4
6
A
12
16
20
30
40
60
83

P&P
187
187
198
209
220
1208 236
1287 242

701

1562

r8s9

2502
3110
4440
6375
7341

E
833

ULAs' ASICs
is the fastest
Possibly the

1500
2ooo
3000
6000

250ns
and 80ns

Pins 814 16 18 20 24 28 40
Pence 5 9 10 11 12 15 17 24

1360
15 87
22 49
2120
41 91
7601
96 04
1'r7 96
'!65 41
353.43

ur

i'
The idea is (if you are a manufactureo you buy .l-u!t-one
trrrn out the cheaP
cheao SBC
SBC-1
d then turn
ll You are really lazy ws can write

assemble the SBC'l cards so

you can get on with manulacturing your product,
ieaving all your control problems to us.

Greenbank
Grcenbank Electronics, Dept. (T05E), 460 New Chester Boad,
Rock Ferry Birkenhead, Merseyside L4.22AE. Tel: 051-645 3391.

Secs .l5,

30V Tapped Seca
Volts available: 16, 18, 36, 40,

x 15V Tapped
To give: 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10,

2 x

'18, 20, 27 30v

60Vor20-0-40Voi30-0.30V
P&P
209
1A
2 1025 220

2

or 15-0-15V

3OV 15V C P&P 6OV 3OV I
1 455 181 05
1 672
05
2
4
6
8
10
12
16
20
24

264
308
3 52

363

412
489
632

198
220
242
253
274
291
302
324
345

619
1001
11 60
1384
t662
1941
2574
2994
3342

13 31i3

l3l

2M
3P
4S
5
6
I
't0
12

4
6
I
10
12
16
20
24

1317
1905
2172
2746
3132
4404
51 28
5909

253
264
275
319
341

412
4 40

522

J1,5,.Sja,,;S;1%1,;,,11i,J,
36-0-36V or 48-0-48V

ol

P&P
250
269
291

352
363
423
533
6 54
7 61

oiA
0/A

AUTOS
105, 11s, 200, 220, 230, 240V
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84.75

27C512

C75.00

SecB

344
364
436
608

MAINS ISOLATORS
Ptl 12oV x 2 ot 2201240U ot
415/440V. Sec {40V or 240V
110V Cenlre TEppod

cheapest tool

For more details write or phone us:

250ns

(no stamp needed unless linst-class required)

24V

-- ri.'!i
!ll

nosPecialorc
and thu6 there are
ished of all the 8-b

22.45

vtg

015
o25
05
1
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"74LS" or "HC" parts.
that

12.45

for sale; printers, disk-drives, add-on boards, monitors etc:
Please ask for our surplus equipment list or call with your
requirements as new items are added so frequently
the list is never up to date!
Please add 50p post & packing to orders under 015. VAT to be added
tototal. Access orders by'phone or mailwelcome PLC, government &
Educational orders welcome for minimum invoice value of el5 net.
HAPPY MEMORTES (EL), FREEPOST,
Kington, Herefordshirc. HR5 3BR.
Tel: (054 422) 618 Sales, 628 lax

1

i>

c17.50

(plus postage and vAT)

power 85.95

12.25

We always have a large quantity of surplus computer equipment

110
68041, Fax: 0734 351696, Callers welcome 9am-5 30pm Mon-Fri (until 8pm Thurs)

Bare Board

e2.45 27512

Low

82.15

84.75
875.00
Please call for prices of other chips. Same chips but different speeds,
quantity discounts etc. Second (pulled) chips available for many of the
above devices at substantiaily lower cost. Call for availability and price
of these and other items.
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TRAI\rS/STOR TESTER
t

is possible to test whether a transistor is
functional by checking the condition of the

virtual diodes of the base/collector and
base/emitter junctions with a multimeter on a
low ohm range. However, this can be a fiddly
job. It would be very nice to have a simple, cheap plugin-and-test tool which would verify transistors as good
or bad for us quickly and conveniently.
This project, the first in a range of basic test gear
to accompany the Testing Testing series, does just that.
At the push of a button, this transistor tester tells you
whether a transistor is good or duff and whether it is
PNP or NPN, provided you know its pinout. Various
standard failure modes are also identifiable The
design emphasis is simplicity and convenience.
including the ability to run off a single PP3 battery for
well over a month in continuous use. The tade-off
is that the tester will check bipolar transistors. but
cannot handle FEG.
To operate the tester, the suspect transistor is
plugged into a panel socket, and the iest button
(actually the on,/off switch) is pressed. The condition
of the two LEDs indicates the test result (Table 1).
Table

intensity-matched LEDs. I abandoned the effort when
I found my new batch of red LEDs were much dimmer
for the same current than the green ones. Guaranteed
intensity-matched LEDs cost more, so an alternative
is to get ordinary LEDs with specification table, and
choose red and green with the same average light
output (in mcd: millicandelas) and
in mA) . This is important, because
battery is installed, the other LED may flash very dimly
when a good transistor is under test (due to reverse
conduction), and if the proper one is comparatively
dim. it could prove confusing.

Mike Barwise
presents the first
project in his basic
range of test gear.

Construction
Circuit construction is straightforward. My prototype
was built on stripboard, but a PCB layout has been
produced. In either case, the board carries everything
except the LEDs, switches and test sockets, which are
mounted and wired on the front panel of the case.
Quite a few components are mounted vertically on
the board, but this should not pose any problems.
Make sure that the IC1 pinl end of R7 is upwards, to
give you a test point at the output of IC1a. Other than
this, nothing is critical.

1

PNP LED flashes
NPN LED flashes

I
I
both LEDs flash I
one LED ON
I
noLEDsON I

good PNP device
good NPN device
C-E short circuit
B-C short circuit

B-EshortorBopenor
totally open circuit

The tester works by applying varying bipolar
signals to the collector and emitter of the hansistor
under test in a common base circuit, causing current
to flow in the LEDs when the transistor is conducting.
A battery test button is included, to distinguish
between a dead battery and an open circuit hansistor.
This button simulates a C-E short, flashing both LEDs
provided the battery is OK.
The tester uses an 8 pin dual op-amp chip, in my
case the 1458, which is a dual 741 equivalent, but
many pin compatible devices willdo instead, including
the 353 dual J-FET amp.
For the indicators, I finally used two green 0.2
inch LEDs, and labelled them NPN and PNP. An
earlier prototype used a green LED for NPN and a red

one for PNP, which looked much better, but it
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NOTE:

lC1

=

D1 =

D3
LED
NPN'

1458
1N4001

R4

lko
ec

-EL

is

essential if you want the dual-colour display to use

ETr

R3
100R

Fig. 1 Circuit diagram of the transistor tester.
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the panel is too thick to accommodate the conventional mounting nut, hence the superglue!
The transistor test sockets posed quite a problem.
The solution had to be relatively cheap, compact and
capable of accepting a wide range of leads from the
fine wires of T0-18 to the 1mm flat strips of T0-218.
3 pin DIN sockets were tried, but they generally use
a split fork contact, which makes unreliable connections to the fine wires of T0-18 and similar small
transistors. What was needed was a tubular contact
of some sort. Early prototypes used four-way 5mm
pitch 16A screw terminal blocks with PCB pins, but

these were rather bulky and it proved difficult to

The board is connected to the front panel by four
short leads, and to the battery clip by one. I made
these from 1/0.6 solid wire, and they proved stiff

F{

enough to hold the board in place inside the case, but
a double sided sticky foam patch could be used.
The case has an integral PP3 battery compartment and a slot-in front panel, and is held together
by two self-tapping screws. The exact front panel
layout is a matter of choice, but the one given here
seems to be the best compromise between convenience in use and ease of wiring. The following points
are important:
O The transistor test sockets should be 0.2 inches
cente to cente to accommodate foansistors in T0-218
and similar packs;
o The LEDs should be at least 0.5 inches apart to
avoid confusion by cross-lighting;
O The transistor test and battery test switches should
not be side-by-side. This is to prevent you pushing
them both at the same time by accident.
The front panel is the only moderately tricky part
of the project. It must be drilled very accurately, particularly for the test sockets, and the soldering must be
done very quickly to avoid melting the plastic of the
panel. It is best to drill the panelfrom the back, using
a very sharp 1/16 inch drill in a hand-held pin chuck
(turn the drill with your fingers!), and then open out
the holes with a drill of the final size. If you are lucky
enough to own a fine tapered reamer, the LED and
switch holes can be opened out by hial and enor until
the devices are a tight push fit, but in any case, a little
touch of superglue will hold them in. The switches are
push button types, but any sub-miniature panel
mounting normally open pushbutton willdo, although
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Fig. 2 Component overlay fol the transistor tester.

ensure good connections to the transistor under test
without doing up the screws, which was a waste of
time. The final solution, which, as far as I know is only
available from RS (Elechomail), uses PCB mounting
push-in sockets designed for 1mm diameter, shorting
plugs. These areline, but they need accurately drilled
panel holes if they are going to stay in place, particularly as they have to be soldered to (which will tend
to soften and expand the holes in the panel).
The panel wiring is done in 24swg tinned copper
and 1/0.6 insulated wires. Connections to the test
sockets are by looping the wire once tightly round the
back of the socket and then soldering very quickly.
Flexible battery clip leads should be tied in a
single overhand knot which is threaded over one of
the screw pillars of the case. This will provide an

adequate cord grip should you drop the lot while
changing batteries. A final refinement would be to
label the panel in a neat permanent fashion. Ideally,
you could get it engraved by one of those companies

which make plastic nameplates, and then fill the
engraving with model enamel. However, as this is
cheap test gear, rub down lettering protected by a coat
of varnish will do just as well, but you should do it

before you install any panel components or wiring.

Setting Up
There are two ways of setting up the transistor tester:
a crude one and a more tricky but more reliable one.
In both cases the trimpot RV1 is adjusted until the
circuit works as required, and in both cases the very
first test of your circuit should be a simulated C-E short
(push the battery test button). The two LEDs should
flash alternately at around 3Hz. If not: you've made
a mistake somewhere. Supposing they do, read on.
The crude way is to use a set of known good
transistors and adjust RV1 untilthe correct response
is obtained for all devices. A typicalset would consist
of 8C184, 8C274 (high gain NPN and PNP small
signal), TIP31, TIP32 (3A NPN and PNP medium
gain power), TIP3055, TlP2955 (15A NPN and PNP
low gain power). RV1 is setto nominal mid-position.
The transistor is inserted in turn into the socket and
the test button pressed. RV1 is then adjusted s/ody
until the LEDs show the correct sequence. The order
of use of the transistors is important: first use the
BC184 and BC214, adjusting untilthe tester indicates
both correctly, then the TIP31 and TIP32, making a
finer adjustment, and finally the TIP3055 and
T1P2955, making a really tiny final adjustment.
Rechecking with any transistor at random should then
produce the correct result.
The limitation of this method of setting up is that
it takes no account of performance drift as the tester
battery ages. A new PP3 may deliver as much as 9.6V
into a low current consumer like this circuit, and we
would like the tester to go on working for as long as
possible on one battery: say down to about 8V, which
is as low as we really dare.
The delicate and preferred setup procedure is as
follows: intenuptthe batterypositive supply with a 1k
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pot wired as a variable resistor. This effectively
simulates battery ageing. Set the variable resistor to
minimum resistance, and set RV1 to mid-position.
Apply a temporary base-collector short. One LED
should light continuously. Now increase the variable
resistor until the LED just turns off. Reduce the
variable resistor again gently until any LED lights
again, and then adjust RV1 to turn off both LEDs. If
both LEDs will not stay offtogether, adjust RV1 in the
opposite direction by a very small amount .lf it proves
impossible to adjust both LEDs off at once, increase

PANEL FRONT VIEWS
PANEL DRILLING DETAILS

the variable resistor a little bit and try the whole
procedure again. This whole routine should be
repeated, until both LEDs can only be turned off

a = TO SUIT SWITCHES
b = 02inNOM|NAL
c = 0 075in l5/64in MAX)

together by an extremely small adjustment of RV1.
You will then find that the transistor tester is set up to
operate with battery voltages as low as just over 8V
Remove the base-collector short.

HO\v IT WORKS
TO O/P

lcla
R4

VIA

TO NOMINAL GND
(WIPER BVl)

TO O/P lclb
VIA R3

Fig. 3 Front panel details and back panel wiring.
I am indebted to Richard Cripps, who works at
the Dept. of Metallurgy, Oxford University, for this
setup procedure, and also for some clever ideas which
heJped to run my preliminary prototype into this final

project.
Finally: the whole unit should cost no more than

about €8.50 to build, including the case.

PARTS LIST
BESEI0BS(dl/+W;

R1

r'

r,i

BUYI,INES
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PCB
DESIGI\{ SOFTVARE
[-a
dra

n the last yeat, a number of changes have
taken place in the range of computer aided

for a PCB
package?

ilavid Silvester
reyren s sorne of the
producfs on offer.

PCB design software packages available to the
amateur.
For amateur or semiprofessional use the
package has to be reasonably cheap, and to keep
hardware costs low there has to be a way of getting
a usable output from a dot matrix printer. However
for high quality output it is essential that a plotter is
used so that the artwork can be used directlg to make
the PCB.
The following is a review of four PCB design
packages of varying cost and sophistication. In all
cases the software was run on an AI compatible with

an EGA monitor, a Genius mouse and a Roland
plotter.

PC.B
Welllook attwo Labcenfte packages: the simple PC-B
itself and the more sophisticated PC-B PRO.
The Labcentre offerings are will only draw PCB

layouts. There is no facility to draw schematics,
although there is separate package offering that
option"
The PC-B basic program is very easy to use. The
startup screen leads to the layout editing screen, which
is divided into five sections. The main part is occupied
by the work area, with other areas for layout overview,
icon table, symbol list and the message panel. The
maximum layout size is 12 by 10 inches and the icon
table has three pad sizes and four track widths. It uses
two trackable layers and a single silk screen. At just
f 70 it offers extremely good value {or the occasional
user of a PCB drawing program.

PC.B PRO

upgrading.
EasyPlot is the plotier package for the Easy-PC
drawing package. I have tried running this software
package and the output gives some cause for concern.
When EasyPlot draws, say, a pad it draws a series of
short lines in either the horizontal or vertical axis lifting
the pen to avoid the central hole. Thus the pen
thumps up and down which makes it extoemely noisy.

Easy-PC comes from Number One Systems and is
part of a range of software packages for electronics
design. The package is now rather old, and this shows

5ffi

depending on the mode chosen. Tracks can also be
forced to follow 90 degree or 45 degree angles only,
or can be left to take the shortest route, as selected by
the drawing menu.
Recently the price of Easy-PC has crashed from
L275lo 198. This new price includes software both
for the plotter and Gerber photoplotter. In all I think
ihat Easy-PC is a good package, but is now showing

its age. In many respects it is badly in need of

Easy-PC

trJ

In all cases the pads. symbols and tracks snap to

a grid point, or to half or a quarter of that value

(PBO

t230 Labcentre has the PRO package

added to by the user. The PRO package adds box
editing functions and a set of flexible copy, move and
delete actions. The maximum board size is 24 by 20
inches, but with no extra layers.
This package has a lot o{ potential but lacks the
range of facilities that we can find in Easy-PC at half
the price.

TI

computer memory).

stands for profe xional) . This package adds a number
of facilities but does not compare well with the {acilities
and pricing of Easy-PC and Boardmaker. PC-B PRO
has six tack widths and six pad sizes selected by icons,
and a range of component symbols which may be

For

F.rFf

centred aboutthe cursor There are three unmarked
hatched squares at the top of the screen and if the
cursor enters the left one of these hatched areas it pulls
down a menu that lists the drawing and library options
available, whilst the right pulls down a number of user
default selections.
Easy-PC can deal with up to 8 copper layers and
in addition both an upper and lower silk screen, so
it is suitable for the low cost professional market. There
are a vast range of both pad sizes and pad shapes. 16
pad types, 8 track widths and 8 text sizes are allowed
per PCB drawing. There are about 50 symbols in both
the layout and schematic libraries but you can add to
either of these libraries as well as creating specialist
libraries if required. There are surface mount symbols
as well as normal 0.1 inch pin types.
As for on-screen colour Easy-PC only offers blue
for one of the copper layers, red for another and white
for both the silk screen and items such as pads that
go through all of the layers, a throwback to the CGA
graphics. To display other layers you have to use either
blue or red, which conflicts with the layers presently
being shown, or reassign the blue or red colour.
However, this method loses the display of one layer
from the screen (although not of course from the

even with the new EGA display software. When
loaded the initialpage is in low grade graphics but this

jumps to a better initial menu offering PCB design,
PCB symbol manufacture, Schematic design, and
Schematic symbol manufacture. Thus Easy-PC offers
the important schematic drawing package as well as
the PCB drawing package and as such must be judged
on a different scale.
Selecting any of the options brings the user
immediately into the full view of the 17 by 17 inches
drawing with a small cursor cross at the centre. From
this stage pressing any of the number keys from 1 to
7 initiates a redraw at a scale set by tl're number and

Boardmaker

1

Boardmaker comes in two versions, Boardmaker 1
which is similar to an improved version of EasyPC,
and Boardmaker 2 which has added facilities for
netlisting and ratsnests Both versions have a better
title page as the software is designed for EGA/VGA
displays rather than CGA. The startup page gives the
options of PCB drawing or schematic drawing whilst
the library route leads into the symbol creation. After
the initialselection the screen changes to a wide view
of the full 77 by L7 inch drawing screen.Although it
comes from Tsien, Boardmaker is -similar to Easy-PC
and will read and convert EasyPC files for reworking.

Seven indexes lead to the next area in the
drawing hierarchy. The menus can be activated either
from the mouse or irom the keyboard.
Boardmaker makes much better use of colour.
There are seven colours The defaults are yellow for
both silkscreen layers, red for the lower copper layer,
blue for the upper copper layer and white for items
such as pads that extend to all 10 of the layers. Thus

ETr
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on screen it is easier to see in which layer any item lies.
The remaining colours are unassigned so that the user
can select the additional layers to which the draftsman
wants to refer. I tend to use green for one of the
silkscreens as it makes the drawing easier to understand. All reassignments can be saved to a configura-

tion file.
The plotter driver is included with the Boardmaker main program and as far as pen tip life and
noise is concerned it seems much better than
EasyPlot.

With a range of features and at a cost of just
under f200 which includes both plotter and Gerber
photoplotter drivers, Boardmaker offers extreme)y
good value for money for the amateur who wanrs
more than a simple PCB package.

Netlist information
is the raw data

for autorouting

and Tsien say this is coming
soon. I shall look forward to
trying this out.

Conclusion

E

o

If you are in the market for

o
o

such a PCB design package all

of the manufacturers offer
demonstration software and it
is best to contact them to get
a hands on feel to see which
suits you best. With such a fast
moving market this is the only

o

-E
o

A simple examole of Dart of a ratsnest

way to see what the latest

E

revisions offer.

Boardmaker 2
Boardmaker 2 has added facilities for netlists and
ratsnests. The netlist is a list of the components on a
PCB layout that need to be connected and the ratsnest
is the visualisation of the netlist. When drar;,,ing the
board all of the components are placed on the board
and the ratsnest is formed by thin lines connecrjng all
of the points that need to be connected by tracks in
the final layout. From this stage a componenr car be

taken up and moved with all of the ratsne>r ietails
being redrawn continuously. Changes to rhe onentation can be seen to allow the best posiflon icr each
component prior to drawing the tracks \l'nen the
board is completed then the netlist checks ihat ail has

been drawn correctly. As an extra iearure the
connected tracks can be highlighted to check that. say,
every IC has power and ground con necrec io lt The
cost of Boardm aker2is €295 plus ca!-nage and VAL

o
o
o
o
o

Addresses
Labcentre Electronlcs, 14

o

Mariners Drive, Bradford,

E

BD9 4 JT. Tel O27 4-542868.

o
o
o
o
o
o

PC-B, PC-B PRO,

Number One Systems,
Harding Way, Somersham
Road, St. Ives, Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire, PE17 4WR.

Tel: 0480-61778. Easy-PC
and EasyPlot plus many other
electronics packages.

Tsien UK Lld, Cambridge Research Labs., 181A
Huntingdon Road, Cambridge, CB3 ODJ. Tel:
0223-277777 or 0223-276444. Boardmaker plus
many other electronics packages.

EASY.PC, SCHEMATIC and PCB CAD
NEW VERSION!
NOW DRAWS EVEN FASTER!
Only

t98.00

BRITISI.I

AWARD
1989

; L-- -.-

Fast Professional Quality Output at an Affordable price
Write or'Phone for lulldetails:-

Number One Systems

Ltd. I

The Cad Specialists

REF: ETl, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD, ST.!VES, HUNTTNGDON, CAMBS,qEIT 4WR, ENGLAND.
Telephone: 0480 61778 (6lines)
ACCESS, V!SA, AMEX Wetcorne.
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PCB FOIL
P4.fTERlrrS
Some new corrections . .

.

Fecko Box (June 1990)
The foil pattern is printed at 50% actual

size,

and component side up. The conect foil pattem
is included in this issue.

Elements Of Radio, Part 3 (May 1990)
On Fig. 2, the resistor on the output of F2
should be 1k5, not 10R. On Fig. 20, the top oI
the CT should be connected to switch SW1b,
and the label 6 is missing from L13.

Business Bass Amp (March, April, May
1990)
In March: On Fig 2 HI and [O inputs are wrong
way round. The north button increases volume,
the south button decreases it, and both buttons
together zeros volume Hitachi devices are rated
for zero temperature coefficjent. Q1-4 should

be 2SK135.
In April: On Fig. 1, C5 should be 100p. On Fig.
2, Q2 should be PNP On Fig. 3, the positions

of the gyrator board should be:

2829 270 z|tzLz27

Z1Z2Z3 24 25

26

ln May: On Fig. 2, pin 20 of lC1 also connects
to the 5V supply, and C1 is the wrong way
round. On Fig. 8, alldimensions exceptthefan

Fecko box (ETl June 901

hole are in inches, and should be divided by 10.

A symmetrical supply of +63 and
be on C1 andC2.

-63

should

Sirperscope (February 1990)
Q302, 303 should be BC109C.

And some we've printed before
Quad Power Supply (April 1990)
ln the parts list, IC2 should be7905 and [C 4
should be 7912,

Navigate (April 1990)
Fig. 1a Maximum/minimum signal captions
should be reversed

Oscilloscope (February 1990)

Fig 3 does not show the polarity of

diodes

D105,6 The cathodes point up the page.
Diodes D304 is a 1N4148 Capacitors in the
deilection amplifiers parts list are incorrectly
numbered and should be C205,206,213 and
not C105, 106, 113.
Text refers to inductors L203, 204; these
should be L2Ol, 202. lnductors L101, 102,
201, 202 are wound on 100k 0 5W resistors
The value ofR201 should be 820R The PCB
track connecting RV301 to R313 should be
extended to the pad of link 17. The foil on page
60. forthe motherboard is at95% of full scale
TS2 should have 550 turns, giving 110V rms.

Motorcycle Intercom (January 1990)
D1-D12 should be IN4148

Guitar Practice Amp

Wavemaker FG (January 1990)
R24 (82k) should be shown instead of the wire
link below R29 on the Component Overlay (Fig
2) R9 on the Circuit Diagram (Fig 1) should be
R31. and should be connected to the -12V
rail The resistor connected to IC2a pin 4 on Fig
1 should be R9
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DIG I TRL FREEUENCY NETER
}iRIN BoRRO n. D.
1989

B.

+-

Digital Frequency Meter Main Board

Digital Frequency Meter Display Board

Footstep Alarm
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1990

Transistor Tester
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O
O
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o

Decision Maker Main Board

G

F

Decision Maker
Display Board

c.A.D. SOFTUABE N,IADE EASY
lSlS SUPERSKETCH -The Easy to Use Schematic Drawing Too!

rrom

tG9

Do you need to draw circuit diagrams in the course of your work or hobby? If so, then ISIS Supersketch coulct
or improving the quality of your drawings. This new product is
based arouhd the technology of its big sister, ISIS, which combines a highly intuitive Graphical User Interface
with a database that understands electrical circuits. The result is incredible ease and speed of use, far
outperforming any general purpose drawing program. For example, a wire can be drawn from one component to
another in just 4 mouse operations: point at firsl component pin, click, point at second pin, click. The Wire
Autorouter does the rest!
save you much time and effort whilst maintaining

Features Galore...
o
o
o
tr
o
o
o
o
tr

o

Auto name generator.
Auto component finder.
Powerful editing facilities.
Obiect orient€d 2D drawing with symbol library.
Comprehensive device libraries available
lntegral device editor - create components on the fly.
Output to dot matrix, pen plotters, lasers, POSTSCBIPT,
DTP, DXF etc
Buns on any PC compatible with 512K + mouse.

cbcenUe.
Electronic.e

62

Also Available...

Automatic or manual wire placement.
Auto dot placement.

We also supply a range of PCB
design soflware smrting with
manual layout aids and going

right up to fully

integratated
schematic to PCB design systems.
Please write or phone for more

information.

PR!CES
Supersketch + basic library .e69
Superskelch + rull library ......E99
Call lor Educational and Site
Licence pricing. Dealer enquiries

welcomed.

A?il":,Ti:*H:

tr

/4 /WarnherS Dnye Bradford BD9

4/f
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John Brasier
0442 66551 Ext 250
Send your requirements to:
ETlClassified Department, ASB Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, -HP2 7ST.
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AVO VALVE TESTER with
handbook and characteristic
manual,. f120. Large quantity

valves, all tested. Tel: 0843 587243.

DO YOU WANT USED
SCOPES . GENERAT'ORS
POWER SUPPLIES
POWER METERS
DVMs

OSCILLOSCOPE EMOD, dual
beam, Q60. R209 XMOD receiver,
1-2OMHZ, t60. A41 TxRx, complete
outtit, C60. All with manuals and
leads. Larkspur morse keys, new,
boxed, e12. Allprices include p&p.
Collectors' Paradise, Wolverhamp-

AND SUPPLY

ton 20315.

TOP QUALITY

SURVEILLANCE
AND SECURITY
EQUIPMENT

. OSCILLAT0RS

ATTENUATORS

TEST EQUIPMENT

Automatic Telephone

Contact:

IVIain Road,

cash. lmmediate settlement
We also welcome the
opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance.

Barnham

Bognor Regis,
West Sussex PO22 OEB
Tel: O243 545111
Fax: 0243 542457

1q llide
H

range of items arailable

Sen<iforhsts

Recordere Recording

Turn your surplus
transistors, lCs etc, into

COOKE INTERNAtrIONAL
Unit 4, Fordingbridge Site,

?
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Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO,
103 South Brink

Lncluding microcassette recorders, mLcrophones,

Wisbech, Cambs.

SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 588844

es,

rec€lv€re, ca$ettes and battenes

CCTV AND SECURITY
Wrile or phane lot a detailed calalogue to:

ESKAN ELESTRONICS TtD.
DEPT.

ET

72 CAI-EDONIAN NOAD

IONDON NI

a071.278 1769

!
I
I
t

SURVEILLANCE &
COUNTER
SURVEILLANCE
EQUIPMENT

Rates: Lineage 50p per word + VAT minimum 15 wods. Semi.displav C13.50 Der slnole
column cm plus VAT. No reimbuFements for cancellations. All adi mlust be p're.paidl

r

VOICE/SOUND

ACTIVATEO

I

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
kit, tuneable 80-115MH2, 500 metre

W7 1NL.

range, sensitive electret microphone, high quality PCB. SPECIAL

oFFER comptete kit oNLY t5,
assembled and ready to use Q8.95
post free. Access/Visa orders telephone 021-411 1821. Ch
to: Ouantek Electronic
ETI),45aStation Road
FOR SALE

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

MENDASCOPE LTD

I
I

I
I

REPAIR & RECALIBBATE
OSCILLOSCOPES
ALL MAKES ALL MODELS
NATIONWIDE COLLECTION
& DELIVERY

KITS, PLANS, built units, microtransmitters, telephone switches,
bleepers, personal protection (sonic
and electric). SAE list: ACE(T|),99

Greenheath, Hednesford, Staffs.
05438 71902.

FREE ESTIMATES
PHONE: 069 172 597

CALL
044266551
TO ADVERTISE
ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser

I
I
I
EI-IIIEIT

64

Birmingham 83l 3TE.

COMPONENTS

designs, solar and wind generators,

high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-

puter graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre

Publications, [Jnit Z Old Wharf
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road,
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HRB 2HS.

ETr JUrY 1990
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Electronlcs

I

Baslc Eledronic
Engineering (City

I

Electrical

&

Guilds)

Engireering

Elecrical Contmaingi

(rUE

tr

tr

Radio Anateur Licence
Exam (City & Guilds)

tr

tr

Car

tr

lnstallation

I

Radio, Audio
and TV Seryicint

orer

I

tr

PACKAGED SHORT COURSES

tr
tr

The National College of Technology (NCT Ltd)
offers a range of packaged short courses in

Computer

ProtEmminp
level subjects
tr

{0'O'and'A'

Mechanics

/VAL
N ATl0
COLLEGE OF
TECHNOLOGY

I

analogue electronics, digital electronics and fibres
and optoelectronics for study at home or at work.

The advantages are that you may.

at any time- work at your own pace
- commence
have a tutor (optional) and there is no travelling
involved. BTEC certificates are available subject

Start training now for the following
counses. Send for our brochure
without obligation or Telephone us on
0626 779398
(Rer:Erzleo)

-

to the conditions of the award. These higtrlypoputar

packed courses contain workbooks, a cassette
tape, circuit board and components necessary to
provide both theoretical and practical training.

Telecomms

Name

Whether you are a newcomer to electronics or have
some experience and simply need updating, there
is probably a packaged short course ready for you.

Tech C&G 271
o Radio Amateur
Licence C&G
tr

tr

Write or telephone for details, quoting ETI to:

MicroProcessor

NCT Ltd, Bicester Hall
5 London Road, Bicester, Oxon OX6 7BU
or telephone (0296) 613067 Ext.202

lntroduction to
Television

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 MoorView Drive, Teignmouth, Devon Tel4 gUN

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
are best seen at

OMNIELECIRONICS
$@k a wide range of eledronic compononls al

174 Dalkeith Road,

Edinburgh EHl6 sDX
Tel:031 667 2611
Open: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm, Sat 9am-50m.
Send 2x18p samps for tated catalodue.

(l cRtcxLEwooo

retailets in theuK. Fasland eflicienl,
'tN SIoCK tTEMSi Very competative
Call Cricklewd Eleclronis

nfl.

BRoAOWAy, !0r{00}t 1{w2 3ET
Tel: 081.450 09951452 0161

T

S PEC IALI STS

627ROMFORDRD,
MANONPARK

EI2,AD
Tel:081-553 fl74
Mon-Sat 10-6 pm/Thurs t0-tpm
W & Video

Tel.: 051 236 0154

Liverpool2
,T

H E E LECTRON

ICS SPEC IALI STS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5 30

ALLPARTS

TV & VIDEO SPARES EMPORIUM

NOWOPEN
Trade and Public Retail

LONDON

We st@k e large range ol

Street

4TWhltechapel Tel:051 2365489

DIRECT ELECTRONICS
ELECTRO N IC S COM PO N EN

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
8793 Dale

0442 66551

spa6

Access
COME AND BROWSE BEFORE YOU BIJY

TERMS & CONDITIONS

ON SERIES DISCOUNTS

JOHN BRASIER ON

Telephone (0705) 815SB4

Barclaycard

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

FOR MORE INFORMAIION

CONTACT

FRASER ELECTRONICS
* SOUTHSEA * HANTS

42 ELM GROVE

Outlet

FEBG VIOEOHEADS FFOM f1095
PANASONICHEADS
FROMT1O95
vt0E0 copy KtTs t$9 0n scAFr KIT t999
FERG VIDEOI.AMPWRE ENDS1{)p. FEBG VIOEOI.AMPWTH PLUG 6op
2OMM A/S FUSES fl PEN PACK OF TEN

'

Our terms for new advertisers (semi-display and
lineage) are strictly projorma payments until
(excluding
eques and
payable to
S and sent
together with the advertisements to:
The Classitied Dept.,
Algus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST
There are no reimbursements for cancellations
Advertisements arriving too late lor a particular
issuewillbe inserted in thelollowing issue unless
accompanied by instructions tothe conirary. lt is
the responsibility ol the advertiser to ensurethat
the first insertion ol every series is published
correctly, and corrections must be notified intime
for ths second insertion, otheruise the publishers will not accept liability or offer any
reduction in charges,
All advertising sales are subiect to Government
Regulations concerning VAT. Advertisers are
legal
ption
ness
Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1922.

resp
Fqu
Act,

p
e
a
FullTerms & C
availa

vedising

Panel Engraving Service
Now you can give yourprojects

ETIFrontpanel service. If you

a

more professional f,nish by using the

have

difEcultywithdrillingcleanholes

and producing good quality labels for your treasured projects then
this service is a must for you. We will supply complete front panels for
selected projects featured in ETI in a variety of base colours and
coloured type according to your choice. The material used is a tough
laminated plastic of extremely durable quality. It can be used as a glue
on front-piece to a metal back plate or even as a front panel in its own
right, the decision is yours. We believe the prices quoted are extremely
good value fo1 money and indeed hard to beat.

All you do is fill in the coupon stating clearly the code number, your

fn our September
Itechnology

issue, we feature an article on th9

of transmitting national news information to the

blind via"a talking newspaper with a difference.
The second in our series on renewable energy sources will
be on the benelits of extracting power from water through
barrage, tidal or,wave motion.

name and address and your remittance made payable to: A.S.P.
Reader Services.

Our Audio section contains an article on the workings of

For the choice of colour you must add two letters to the end of the
panel, white lettering, RW Red
code. They are these: BW
- Black
panel, white lettering, WB
White panel, black lettering, WR White panel, red lettering.
The ultimate inpersonal service must be to offer afront panelmadeto
your desigr requirements and this does not have to be limited to
electronic projeets. It could be a design for a clockface, a door-panel
insigfa, evenyour own logo. Now we can offerthatfaciliry too, Send
us by letter or Fax, a neat dimensioned millimetre drawing of your
panel design and we will be happy to give you a quote for a coloured
front panel. On acceptance of the quote just send in the artwork and
we'll do the rest. There's a minimum charge of [ 10.00 * YrlI for this
custom service but we reckon it's worth it.

the most recent of developments in synthesiser technology

Here are some recent popular proj ects to start this brand uew service
on its way, the prices are inclusive of VAI and postage aad packing:
P9005-1 The Business Bass
116.95
P9003-1 SuperscopeCRTPanel
3.95
P9003-2 SuperscopeXshiftPanel E 2.95
P9003-3 Suirerscole
E 4.95

flp

Amp

together with an update on a Sample-and-Hold stereo tuner
featured in February 1987 by John Linsley Hood.
Not forgetting our projects, we show you how to build a
high performance AC millivoltmeter and a versatile temperature
contoller unit. These, and all our regular items will be on sale
at your newsagent on July 6th. You might need to order a copy
from your newsagent as ETI is now very much in demand.

abow anides are in yepaTationbut chcam9tancos mry p,cv€t t pufficetion

I

T,/base

P9003-4 SuperscopeYl Input
f 4.00
P9003-5 SuperscopeY2lnput € 4.00
P9003-6 Superscope All 5 boards 9,17.95
P9001-1 WavemalierFG
€ 5.00
P8910-1 Multimeter
f, 5.95
P9007-1 DecisionMaker € 8.95

f

Please supply

I!

fuzz and echo effects on your guitar. Another feature inttre June

0442 66551

ETI Reader Seryices, Argu House, Boundary

P9005-1 Colour

Way,

PleasesupplyP9003-l Colour ...............
pr^."ponne-, a^r^rr,
",,'^l,ri,

issue described the history of the telephone and its operation,
and we starte{a new series on the use of the diode in electronic

Hemel Hempstead, Herts, HP2 7ST

..............,

Qty ...-----.

Qty
6ti,

Tesla Coil. And we

looked at technology used to give car travellers a quieter ride
- active noise cancellation. Our Audio Supplement reviewed
a 12-channel mixing desk, and provided a project for creating

TELEPHONE ORDERS

tr!

n June, we covered the life and achievements of Nikola Tesla,

Ieccenhic genius and inventor of the

@

.l

816.95

If you missed the June issue, a limited number of back
copies are available from Select Subscriptions (address on

r l o< |I

contents page).

@E 3.95
,a,

circuits.
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BOARDMAKER 1 is E1 95 plus carr. & VAT
BOARDMAKER 2 is 8295 plus carr. & VAT
TSIEN (UK) Ltd's vigorous development policy has produced
BOARDMAKER 2, with all the excellent facilities and features of
BOARDMAKER 1 supplemented by full Netlist capability. This
means that netlists generated by schematic capture (OrCAD,Schema
ll etc), by hand or generated within BOARDMAKER's ratsnest editor
can be used to assist and'check routing. The major benefits of this
are much quicker routing and getting it right first time.
BOARDMAKER 2 maintains TSIEN's philosophy of making powerful
facilities immediately available to the designer by keeping them
logical, visual and easy to use. This unique collection of tools for just
t295 outstrips those on many packages that have commanded a
higher price.
Full upward compatibility from BOARDMAKER 1 to BOARDMAKER
2 allows current users to make a painless move to a more powerful
system. Non supported BOARDMAKER 1 users will be able to
upgrade.
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Not
-TI{E

just an equaliser it's

EOUALISER

lJ
II

!

ELECTRONICS

ere are some of the things ETI
have to say about the Maplin

GREDIT GARD I{OTLINE

Computer Memory Graphic Equaliser/
Spectrum Analyser. .
.

.THIS

UNIT IS STREETS AHEAD OF SIMPLE

EQUALISERS'. .

.THE

.

MAPLIN EQUALISER IS A TREAT TO USE
AND (DARE r SAY tT)TO PLAY W|TH' . .
.THE
MAPLIN EQUALISER PROVES TRULY SUPERB'
.

lf you are looking for an equaliser, look for THE EQUALISER,
from MAPLI N ELECTRONICS
ORDEH CEQ30 .TOP QUALITY VALUE FOR ONLY 0199.95 (+7sp p&p)

PHONE BEFORE

5pm FOR SAME
DAY DESPATCH

qb7(}2 554a6f
tlem ts sublect 10 availability price includes VAT

Mail Order to: P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex, 556 BLB.
FOB A FR ENDLY WELCOIVE AND THE BEST OF SEBVICE, VISIT OUR SHOPS

IN

BIBMINGHAIV

BRISTOL, LEEDS, IONDON, (EDGWARE AND HAI/MERSMITH). IVANCHESTEB. NEWCASILE.
UPON,IYNE. NOTT NGHAM BEADING SOUTHAI\,IPTON AND SOUIHEND-ON.SEA
Pr ce may chanqe aner 1s1 May 1990

